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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a fluid filter system having a plurality of new and unique features including,
but not limited to, enabling a filter cartridge to be installed and removed from a manifold with a straight line push/pull
motion, an innovative latching mechanism and an innovative water manifold, more specifically to a fluid filter system
having an innovative and unique latching mechanism that provides a unique interface and mechanism between an
innovative manifold and a filter cartridge and most specifically to a fluid filter system having an innovative and unique
latching mechanism that provides a compact and simple mechanism between an innovative manifold and the filter
cartridge that significantly reduces the installation and removal force previously found with fluid filtration cartridges by
including a low force filter cartridge installation and removal mechanism for utilization by the end consumer the manifold
assembly having an inlet and an outlet port, the manifold assembly having structure for maintaining a substantially
constant volumetric cavity of the fluid filtration system that contains fluid during installation and operation of the filter
therein and removal of the filter therefrom and that has an automatic shut-off system, as the inlet water pressure increases
past a predetermined desired maximum system operating pressure, the inlet water will automatically be shut-off i.e., will
not flow into (or out of) the filter cartridge.
[0002] Over the years, a number of water filtration systems and much of the current technology for interfaces between
filter cartridges and manifolds are based around � turn bayonet styles. This type of interface tends to result in high
removal forces due to the high compression on the sealing components (typically o-rings or other rubber-like types of
seals), and the compression sets taken by the rubber-like seals. New styles of interfaces have employed external button
release mechanisms. These mechanisms are typically high in force and add extra expense from an increase in compo-
nents to the overall fluid filtration system. Additionally, they can disadvantageously also increase the overall size of the
system.
[0003] The following references are but a few of the high number of prior published references that are related to the
general subject matter of the present disclosure and are provided as general background:

[0004] One prior art reference, United States Patent No. 6,120,685 to Carlson at al., is directed to a water filtering
system for a refrigerator which includes a mounting head preferably arranged under a temperature control housing in a
fresh food compartment. A replaceable filter cartridge is adapted to be selectively attached to the mounting head in order
to complete a fluid circuit from a water supply source to at least one of a water dispenser and an icemaker. The filter
cartridge and the mounting head have cooperating camming structure that axially draws a stem portion of the cartridge
into a port of the mounting head upon rotation of the cartridge relative to the mounting head during installation of the
cartridge. Camming structure is also provided to at least partially, axially withdraw the stem portion from the port upon
rotation of the cartridge a predetermined amount in an opposing direction.

4515692 May., 1985 Chandler et al.
46456 Feb., 1987 Regunathan et al.
4731183 Mar., 1988 Schumacher, II.
4735716 Apr., 1988 Petrucci et al.
4806240 Feb., 1989 Giordano et al.
4857189 Aug., 1989 Thomsen et al.
4904382 Feb., 1990 Thomsen.
4956086 Sep., 1990 Thomsen et al.
5035797 Jul., 1991 Janik.
RE34031 Aug., 1992 Thomsen et al.
5180015 Jan., 1993 Ringgenberg et al.
5186829 Feb., 1993 Janik.
5354464 Oct., 1994 Slovak et al.
5486288 Jan., 1996 Stanford et al.
5560824 Oct., 1996 Sann et al.
5766463 Jun., 1998 Janik et al.
5826854 Oct., 1998 Janvrin et al. 251/149.
5837137 Nov., 1998 Janik.
2001/0030148 Oct., 2001 Knight 210/130
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[0005] One more recent prior art reference, United States Patent Application Publication, U.S. 2003/0024259 A1 to
Jenkins et al., is directed to a refrigerator water filter assembly that is provided in the ceiling of a refrigerator and is
adapted to hinge downwardly from the ceiling for changing the filter cartridge.
[0006] Other prior art include: U.S. Patent No. RE37,216 E to Koslow entitled WATER TREATMENT CARTRIDGE
AND BASE, directed to a Water Treatment Unit that includes a base and a disposable, plug-in cartridge. The cartridge
contains a pair of hollow cylindrical, porous, solid water treatment elements designed to treat water flowing radially
through their walls. The electrical elements are mounted so as to act in parallel, thereby achieving the advantages of a
long, thin-walled element in a compact configuration; U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2004/0211717 A1 to Mitchell
at al., entitled, REFRIGERATOR WITH TREATED WATER, directed to a refrigerator with a water treatment system
including a head connecting a water supply to a water-using accessory. An end piece is provided for connecting a
treatment cartridge to the head. The end piece comprises an inlet fitting having a cam that contacts a follower of a valve
located in the head to open the valve when the end piece is mounted to the head and connects the treatment cartridge
to the water treatment system; United States Patent Application Publication No. 2004/2 1193181, to Olson at al, entitled
FLUID CARTRIDGES AND END PIECES THEREOF, directed to an end piece used in the treatment of water that is
connected to a treatment cartridge housing and inserted into an appliance having bypass, inlet, and outlet valves. The
end piece has an end piece wall from which an inlet fitting, outlet fitting, and protrusion extend. The inlet fittings, outlet
fittings, protrusion and cartridge housing each have a longitudinal axis. The inlet and outlet fittings have a cam surface
for actuating the inlet and outlet valves, respectively. Further, the cam surfaces of the inlet and outlet fittings are angled
and vectored in relation to their respective longitudinal axis. The protrusion is shaped for actuating the bypass valve.
[0007] It should be understood that the above cited prior art references are only a few representative references a
tremendous number of prior art references that are directed to the general subject matter of the present disclosure and
that many of these references may be equally or more relevant than those cited above.
[0008] Concerning the unique inlet assembly component of the present disclosure, United States Patent Application
Publication Number U.S. 2005/0092183 A1 to Koslow et al., is directed to an apparatus comprising a pressure limiting
valve for preventing transmission of elevated pressure to components downstream of the apparatus. Preferably, the
pressure limiting valve is used in combination with a flow regulating device that maintains a substantially steady flow
rate through the apparatus even when subject to a wide range of applied pressure. The disclosure alleges that the
apparatus is preferably suitable for use with filter systems wherein the pressure limiting valve is placed upstream of filter
components that have limited burst and fatigue life capabilities. It is further alleged that by isolating the downstream filter
components from pressures that are greater than the target pressure ranges for a given application, the filter component
can be designed to operate at much lower pressure, and can be produced at a smaller size, and at a reduced cost.
[0009] As can be gleaned from a review of the above prior art reference, the described Koslow valve has numerous
shortcomings including but not limited to the following: requiring the use of three (3) dynamic (high wear) o-rings on a
non-replaceable component, requires costly tight tolerancing and high surface finish on three (3) separate bore ID’s, is
a "closed" system and is not serviceable, in that the valve is welded together and thus, can not be taken apart in order
to service the various sub components of the valve, is really only a pressure limiting device, is normally open and will
only shut-off water flow when the pressure limit is reached, is a stand alone device (i.e. can be added to any water
circuit), the main component of the Koslow system is complex requiring sophisticated tooling to produce due to the
multiple O-ring glands and tooling shut-offs to produce the water pathways and it is believed that the Koslow valve is
probably limited in flow rate due to the interrupted flow path required and the high pressure drop that the valve would
produce.
[0010] In contrast, the unique inlet assembly component, of the present disclosure, does not have any dynamic o-
rings, just one face seal o-ring on non-replaceable components, has only 1 dynamic o-ring, and that dynamic o-ring is
attached to the replacement filter cartridge, only requires a tight tolerance and high surface finish on one (1) bore ID
(much less costly than Koslow), is an "open" system and can be serviced (i.e. individual components replaced if needed),
comprises all quick connect/disconnect parts so that individual components and/or subassemblies can be easily changed,
is both a pressure limiting device and a shut-off valve, the main component is a simple component requiring only one
(1) o-ring gland and non sophisticated tooling actions to produce its specific representative geometry and has a simple,
direct flow path and, therefore, a low pressure drop, so it is able to produce high flow rates. The advantage of a device
that provides low pressure drop/high low rates is important due to the industry desire for increased flow rate for water
dispensers. Since water filtration systems are usually a large part of the pressure drop across the water circuit, higher
flow rate can only be achieved when the pressure drop through the water circuit is reduced.
[0011] Thus, there is a need in the art for a fluid filter system including, but not limited to, a unique combination of
subcomponents that enable a filter cartridge to be installed and removed from a manifold with a straight line push/pull
motion, an innovative latching mechanism that is reliable and provides for a relatively drip free connection with the
manifold, a unique interface and mechanism between an innovative manifold and a filter cartridge, a compact and simple
mechanism positioned between the manifold and the filter cartridge that significantly reduces the installation and removal
force previously found with fluid filtration cartridges, a low force filter cartridge installation and removal mechanism for
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utilization by the end consumer and/or an automatic shut-off system, wherein, as the inlet water pressure increases past
a predetermined desired maximum system operating pressure, the inlet water will automatically be shut-of, i.e., will not
flow into (or out of) the filter cartridge.
[0012] Document US 2003/0024860 A1 relates to a method and an apparatus for filtering water dispensed by a water
dispensing appliance which comprises a low-profile filter cartridge releasably connected to a manifold assembly. A
latching mechanism is included to releasably secure the filter cartridge to the manifold assembly.
[0013] Publication EP 0318 832 A2 discloses a filter device. The filter device is provided with coupling ends on the
inlet and outlet lugs, the coupling ends being easily to be released, and an upper wall which is unreleasbly connected
to the adjacent circumferential wall of the filter housing, supports the inlet and outlet lugs.
[0014] Document GB 2 312 383 A relates to a water filtration unit that includes a disposable cartridge and a base
therefore. The water treatment unit comprises a base and a disposable, plug-in cartridge i.e. filter housing. The filter
housing contains a pair of hollow cylindrical, porous, solid filters designed to treat water flowing radially through their
walls. The filter housing and base have studs and sockets, respectively. When the hollow studs are inserted into the
sockets they from inlet and outlet channels. There is also means provided for releasably securing the housing to the
base member. The releasable securing means consist of a key mounted on the housing and a latch mounted on the
base to receive the key. The filter housing can be removed from the base by rotating an elliptical portion by 90°, this
disengages the key from the latches. The water treatment unit might be used in kitchens or bathrooms as a domestic
filtration unit.
[0015] Document US 3,’954,624 discloses a filter cartridge assembly. The filter cartridge assembly having a unitary
cartridge body with a protuberance extending therefrom. The protuberance is designed to sealably fit into a fixed con-
nection disposed between the inlet and outlet portions of the fluid stream. The protuberance is provided with a first
sealing member in the form of a feathered edge seal adapted to seal the cartridge inlet and outlet fluid streams respectively.
Another seal spaced beneath the feathered seal in the form of an "O" ring serves as a frictional seal between the top of
the cartridge body and the fixed connection.

SUMMARY

[0016] One aspect of the present disclosure includes a fluid filter system for enabling a filter cartridge to be installed
and removed from a manifold with a straight line push/pull motion comprising: a manifold assembly having an inlet and
an outlet port, the manifold assembly having structure for maintaining a substantially constant volumetric cavity of the
fluid filtration system that contains fluid during installation and operation of the filter therein and removal of the filter
therefrom; and a filter installation and removal mechanism including a latching mechanism, the mechanism being op-
eratively positioned relative to the manifold for selectively attaching and selectively releasing the filter from engagement
with the manifold assembly.
[0017] Another aspect of the present disclosure includes a fluid filter system for enabling a filter cartridge to be installed
and removed from a manifold with a straight line push/pull motion comprising: means, upon the straight line push/pull
motion of the filter cartridge into the manifold assembly, for installing and removing a filter cartridge from a manifold;
means having four opposed extension members and complementary structure including projection members; and car-
tridge latching structure operatively positioned on the outer surface of the filter cartridge, capable of disengaging so that
the filter cartridge can be removed from engagement with the manifold assembly by simply moving the filter cartridge
into the manifold assembly without any rotational movement thereof.
[0018] Yet another aspect to the present disclosure is a manifold assembly for use with a filter filtration system,
comprising: an inlet assembly for receiving a fluid into the manifold; an inlet return spring operably positioned in the
manifold such that the inlet assembly is capable of traversing up and down with the movement of a filter cartridge neck
or stem operably received in the manifold; a head/outlet assembly for transferring the fluid external to the manifold
assembly; and an inlet return stop, operatively interconnecting the inlet assembly and the head/outlet assembly.
[0019] Still another aspect of the present disclosure includes a filter cartridge latching system assembly for use with
a filter filtration system, the filter cartridge latching system assembly comprising: a mounting bracket assembly; alignment
structure; a main bracket having at one end connecting structure for interfacing with a manifold assembly and at the
other end structure for interfacing with the alignment structure; a latch assembly; at least one resilience structure for
operating a latch return; and structure, operatively associated with the alignment structure and main bracket extension
members for aligning a filter cartridge with an inlet assembly operatively positioned in the manifold assembly.
[0020] Another aspect of the present disclosure includes a proprietary key configuration for a fluid filter system for
enabling a filter cartridge to be installed and removed from a manifold with a straight line push/pull motion comprising:
a plurality of specific configuration of the filter cartridge entrance points into the alignment structure configured in an
infinite number of different shapes to provide a filtration system unique to each customer/manufacturer to ensure that
only matching shaped corresponding portions are allowed to be installed, thereby providing for quality control of replace-
ment cartridges.
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[0021] Yet another aspect of the present disclosure includes a method of installing a filter cartridge from a manifold
in a fluid filtration system with a straight line push motion comprising the acts of: providing a filter cartridge having a stem
and latching structure formed on the surface thereof for installation into a fluid filtration system; providing a filter cartridge
latching system assembly having corresponding receiving latching structure formed therein for securely receiving the
filter cartridge; aligning the cartridge latching structure and alignment members on the filter cartridge outer surface with
the corresponding receiving latching structure of the cartridge latching system assembly; when properly aligned, push
the filter cartridge toward the manifold; and continue pushing the cartridge toward the manifold until the filter cartridge
latching structure is securely locked into the filter cartridge latching system assembly receiving latching structure.
[0022] Still another aspect of the present disclosure includes a method of removing a filter cartridge from a manifold
in a fluid filtration system with a straight line push/pull motion comprising the acts of: providing a filter cartridge latching
system assembly having receiving latching structure formed therein with a filter cartridge having a stem and corresponding
latching structure formed on the surface thereof installed therein; pushing the filter cartridge toward the filter cartridge
latching system assembly; continue pushing the cartridge toward the filter cartridge latching system assembly until the
filter cartridge latching structure and the filter cartridge latching system assembly receiving latching structure have
disengaged; pull the filter cartridge away from the filter cartridge latching system assembly until the stem clears the filter
cartridge latching system assembly a compact and simple mechanism operatively positioned between the manifold and
the filter cartridge that significantly reduces the installation and removal force previously found with fluid filtration car-
tridges.
[0023] In view of the foregoing needs and problems experienced by the prior art, one object of the present disclosure
is to provide a water filtration system having a unique combination of subcomponents that enable a filter cartridge to be
installed and removed from a manifold with a straight line push/pull motion.
[0024] It is another object of the present disclosure to provide an innovative latching mechanism that is reliable and
provides for a relatively drip free connection with the manifold.
[0025] A further object of the present disclosure is to provide a unique interface and mechanism between an innovative
manifold and a filter cartridge.
[0026] Still another object of the present disclosure is to provide a compact and simple mechanism positioned between
the manifold and the filter cartridge that significantly reduces the installation and removal force previously found with
fluid filtration cartridges.
[0027] Yet another object of the present disclosure is to provide a low force filter cartridge installation and removal
mechanism for utilization by the end consumer.
[0028] A further object of the present disclosure is to provide an automatic shut-off system, wherein, as the inlet water
pressure increases past a predetermined desired maximum system operating pressure, the inlet water will automatically
be shut-of, i.e., will not flow into (or out of) the filter cartridge.
[0029] Other objects and advantages of the disclosure will be apparent from the following description, the accompa-
nying drawings and the appended claims, it being understood that not all possible embodiments of the present disclosure
will necessarily have all of the foregoing objects and that there are objects that will become apparent that are not
mentioned above.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0030] Figure 1 is a representative perspective view of the fluid filtration system of the present disclosure;
[0031] Figure 2 is an exploded perspective view of the representative fluid filtration system of Figure 1;
[0032] Figure 3 is a perspective view of a representative head/manifold assembly of the fluid filtration system of the
present disclosure:
[0033] Figure 4 is an exploded perspective view of the representative head/manifold assembly of Figure 3:
[0034] Figure 5 is a perspective view of a representative inlet assembly component of the fluid filtration system of the
present disclosure;
[0035] Figure 6 is an exploded perspective view of the representative inlet assembly component of Figure 5;
[0036] Figure 7 is a partial cross sectional view of the representative inlet assembly component of Figure 5;
[0037] Figure 8 is a perspective view of a representative head/outlet assembly component of the fluid filtration system
of the present disclosure;
[0038] Figure 9 is a partial exploded perspective view of the head/outlet assembly component of the fluid filtration
system of Figure 8;
[0039] Figure 10 is an exploded perspective view of the outlet assembly component of Figure 11;
[0040] Figure 11 is a perspective view of the outlet assembly component of the fluid filtration system of the present
disclosure;
[0041] Figures 12-14 are various views that illustrate the overlapped connecting members of the latch member and
the filter cartridge of the representative filtration system of the present disclosure;
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[0042] Figure 15 is a perspective view of the bracket assembly component of the fluid filtration system of the present
disclosure;
[0043] Figure 16 is an exploded perspective view of the bracket assembly component of Figure 15;
[0044] Figure 17 is a perspective view of a representative manifold bracket assembly component fluid filtration system
of the present disclosure;
[0045] Figure 18 is an exploded perspective view of the representative manifold bracket assembly component of
Figure 17;
[0046] Figure 19 is a cross sectional view of the assembled main bracket and the alignment collar of the representative
fluid filtration system of the present disclosure;
[0047] Figure 20 is an end cross sectional view of the assembled main bracket and the alignment collar of the repre-
sentative fluid filtration system of the present disclosure;
[0048] Figure 21 is a perspective view of a representative alternative rotational biasing system of the representative
filtration system of the present disclosure;
[0049] Figure 22 is an exploded perspective view of the representative filter cartridge assembly component of the
representative filtration system of the present disclosure;
[0050] Figure 23 is a perspective view of the representative filter cartridge assembly component illustrating the single
outlet port of the representative filtration system of the present disclosure;
[0051] Figure 24 is a partial perspective view of one of the two sets of corresponding latching members on the outer
surface of the representative filter cartridge assembly component of Figure 23;
[0052] Figure 25 is a partial perspective view of other of the two sets of corresponding latching members on the outer
surface of the representative filter cartridge assembly component of Figure 23;
[0053] Figure 26 is a partial perspective view of the filter cartridge component illustrating representative cartridge
poppet interface component of the representative filtration system of the present disclosure;
[0054] Figure 27 is a partial cross sectional view of the filter cartridge component illustrating the representative cartridge
poppet interface component of the representative filtration system of the present disclosure;
[0055] Figures 28-35 illustrate the installation of the filter cartridge assembly sub component of Figure 20 into the
manifold sub assembly of Figure 17;
[0056] Figures 36-40 illustrate the removal of the filter cartridge assembly sub component of Figure 20 from the
manifold sub assembly of Figure 14;
[0057] Figures 41-42 illustrate the spring biased rotational interface between the rims of the main bracket and the
latching member of the representative filtration system of the present disclosure;
[0058] Figures 43-48 are cross sectional views of the filter cartridge manifold illustrating the installation of the filter
cartridge assembly sub component of Figure 23 into the manifold assembly of Figure 3;
[0059] Figures 49-51 are cross sectional views of the filter cartridge/manifold illustrating the removal of the filter
cartridge assembly subcomponent of Figure 23 from the manifold assembly of Figure 3;
[0060] Figures 52-54 are cross sectional views that illustrate the high pressure automatic shut off feature of the present
disclosure.
[0061] Figure 55 is a representative perspective view of an alternative embodiment of the fluid filtration system of the
present disclosure;
[0062] Figure 56 is an exploded perspective view of the alternative embodiment of the fluid filtration system of Figure 55;
[0063] Figure 57 is a cross sectional view of the alternative embodiment of the fluid filtration system of Figure 55;
[0064] Figure 58 is a plan view illustrating the operation of the latching mechanism of the alternative embodiment of
the fluid filtration system of Figure 55;
[0065] Figure 59 is a schematic cross sectional view of the combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment
collar/filter cartridge latching system assembly of the alternative embodiment of the fluid filtration system of Figure 55; and
[0066] Figure 60 is a schematic cross sectional of the fluid flow path through the two representative fluid filtration
systems of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF REPRESENATATIVE EMBODIMENTS

[0067] The present disclosure relates to liquid, such as, for example, water, filtration systems that may be employed,
in one representative application, but not limited to, appliances such as, for example, a refrigerator or similar device
capable of utilizing a water filtration functionality during the normal operation thereof. The liquid filtration systems of the
present disclosure include several new and unique features.
[0068] In one representative embodiment, illustrated in Figure 1, a perspective view, and Figure 2, an exploded view,
a liquid filtration system 50, according to the present disclosure, comprises a mounting bracket assembly 51, a manifold
assembly 54, and a filter cartridge latching system assembly 56 operatively assembled to the mounting bracket 52 to
form the mounting bracket assembly 51 for operatively connecting and disconnecting a representative replaceable filter
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cartridge 58 to the manifold assembly 54, as will be explained in greater detail below.
[0069] In the representative assembled liquid filtration system 50 illustrated in detail, the mounting bracket assembly
51 comprises the mounting bracket 52 which comprises structure 53 to operatively attach and detach the mounting
bracket 52 to another structure (not shown), such as, including, but not limited to, a refrigerator or similar device capable
of utilizing a water filtration functionality during the normal operation thereof. The mounting bracket assembly 51 further
comprises fastening structure 55, and an attachment portion 59 for operatively connecting the manifold assembly 54
and filter cartridge latching system assembly 56, as will be explained in more detail below.
[0070] In the representative assembled liquid filtration system 50 illustrated in detail, the manifold assembly 54 is
operatively connected to the mounting bracket assembly 51. The filter cartridge latching system assembly 56 is operatively
connected to both the mounting bracket 52 and the manifold assembly 54 and comprises, among other features, a main
bracket 64 having a plurality of main bracket extension members 102, 104, 106, 108 (as best illustrated in Figure 19),
presently preferably, projecting perpendicular thereto, a latch assembly 66 having a plurality of opposed extension
members 134, 136, 138, 140, presently preferably, projecting perpendicular thereto and a cartridge alignment collar 68,
operatively connected to the main bracket 64, the details of which will also be discussed below.
[0071] At this point, it seems prudent to describe the structural makeup of the components thereof including the
mounting bracket assembly 51, manifold assembly 54, filter cartridge latching system assembly 56 that comprise the
portion that is fixed in the position of use of the presently preferred liquid filtration system 50 which receives, secures
and selectively releases the replaceable filter cartridge 58 from engagement therewith and the interrelationships thereof.

The Manifold Assembly

[0072] As best illustrated in Figures 3-11, the manifold assembly 54 component of the liquid filtration system 50,
according to the present disclosure, presently preferably, comprises three sections; those being the inlet assembly 70,
the filter inlet connector 77 and the head/outlet assembly 62. The inter-relationship of these three sub-components
controls the flow of fluid, presently preferably, water into and out of the filter cartridge 58. In the illustrated representative
embodiment, the inlet assembly 70 is a sprung element. By the term, "sprung element," we mean that, as the filter
cartridge 58 is installed into and removed from the manifold assembly 54, the inlet assembly 70 will traverse up and
down with the movement of the filter cartridge neck or stem 154. (See Figures 43-48)
[0073] As illustrated in Figures 3 and 4, the manifold assembly 54 comprises a representative head/outlet assembly
62; a representative inlet assembly 70, a representative inlet return or compression spring 82 and a representative inlet
return stop 84.
[0074] As illustrated in Figures 5-7, one presently preferred embodiment of the inlet assembly 70, according to the
present disclosure, comprises a representative manifold interface section or inlet 71, a representative inlet connector
77, a representative poppet valve 78, a representative poppet valve spring 80, a representative collet 74 a representative
collet retainer 76, and representative sealing structure or o-rings 79.
[0075] As illustrated in Figures 8-11, a representative head/outlet assembly 62 comprises a representative outlet 63,
a representative outlet connector 65, representative sealing structure or o-ring 67, a representative collet 69 and a
representative collet retainer 81.
[0076] As illustrated specifically in Figures 3-7, the manifold assembly 54, which includes connecting structure 90 for
operatively connecting the manifold assembly 54 to the filter cartridge latching system assembly 56 operatively connected
to the head/outlet assembly 62, and structure 85 for receiving other connecting structure 86 to be described below. Inlet
assembly 70 comprises a manifold interface section or inlet 71, for interfacing with the filter interconnect structure (Head)
72 (see Figure 3), and comprises inlet connector 77 for receiving sealing structure, such as, for example, an o-ring 79,
operatively positioned therein, an inlet poppet valve 78 having a spring 80 operatively positioned thereon for biasing the
poppet valve 78 toward the filter cartridge 58, when a filter cartridge is positioned in the liquid filtration system 50 is
operatively positioned in interface section 71.
[0077] As best illustrated in Figure 4, an inlet return spring 82 is provided and operatively interfaces with the inlet
assembly 70, as will be described in more detail below. Inlet return stop 84 having connecting structure 86 and aperture
88 at respective ends thereof complete the manifold assembly 54 by operatively surrounding the inlet assembly 70 and
being operatively connected via connecting structure 86 with complementary connecting structure 85 on filter interconnect
structure (Head) 72, as best illustrated in Figures 1 and 2.
[0078] As best illustrated in Figures 52-54, since the inlet assembly 70 is a sprung element, the inlet assembly 70 will
also traverse up and down due to fluid pressure when the cartridge is installed in the manifold assembly 54. Specifically,
the poppet valve 78 is always engaged with the filter cartridge poppet interface 75 when the filter cartridge is installed
and the poppet valve 78 is biased in the open position. However, as the fluid pressure of the liquid filtration system 50
is increased, the inlet assembly 70 will start to move up and away from the filter cartridge 58. As the liquid pressure
increase is continued, the inlet assembly 70 will move far enough away from the filter cartridge 58 that the poppet valve
78 will close, thus shutting off the inlet liquid pressure.
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[0079] To have a fluid filtration system with a mechanism that allows the filter to translate in and out (click-in / click-
out), it has been found that at least one of the ports that control water flow (inlet or outlet port) into or out of the system
must be allowed to "float".
[0080] In a static condition (i.e. the fluid filtration system is full of fluid or water, but the outlet port is closed, so that no
water can move through the fluid filtration system), water is trapped in every volumetric cavity that can contain water
(this is basically between every pressurized O-ring).
[0081] So, in order to translate the filter cartridge forward, these volumetric cavities need to be able to translate with
the filter (this basically requires that a column of water be moved without changing its volume).
[0082] If the inlet of the present disclosure was not allowed to move/translate/float, the column of water that is trapped
between the filter O-rings would not be able to translate and would have to be compressed. If these columns of water
were required to compress in order to effectuate filter translation, as the filter cartridge is pushed forward during un-
install, the force to compress the water that is trapped between the filter O-rings would be extremely high due to hydraulic
pressure required to compress water.
[0083] Therefore, the benefits derived from the "floating" inlet have been found to be quite desirable to the successful
operation of the present disclosure. If the inlet were not allowed to move up and down (float) independently from the
head, the straight line push/pull motion of the present disclosure is not believed to be practical at the present time in the
environment of intended use. While we have illustrated the inlet as the "floating" component, it should be understood
that the outlet or other valve sub assembly that enables water to be displaced without compressing the water could also
be utilized as the "floating" component.
[0084] This phenomenon of the inlet assembly 70 floating according to the amount of fluid pressure in the system
transforms the system of the present disclosure into an automatic liquid shut-off system. As the liquid pressure increases
past a selected, predetermined desired maximum operating system pressure, the poppet valve 78 will be closed thereby
closing the poppet valve inlet 73 and automatically shutting-off liquid flow to the filter cartridge 58 by the movement of
the inlet assembly 70 away from the filter cartridge 58. Once the liquid pressure decreases to a level that is within the
selected, operating pressure of the system, the poppet valve inlet 73 will open thereby allowing the fluid to flow into and
through the filter cartridge 58 exiting the liquid filtration system 50 via the head/outlet assembly 62.
[0085] Because the liquid filtration system 50 of the present disclosure is capable of automatically controlling the
operating pressure limits, some unique system safety features directly result therefrom. For example, if the liquid filtration
system 50 were to experience a water spike (i.e. water hammer) or high pressure, the downstream components of the
inlet assembly (i.e. head, bracket, filter cartridge, outlet assembly, etc) would not be subjected to this water spike or high
pressure. Due to this unique and innovative safety feature, the downstream components of the manifold assembly 54
and filter cartridge 58 do not need to be constructed to withstand such high pressure events. Not being required to
construct the down stream components to withstand such a high pressure would enable the liquid filtration system
manufacturer to realize a significant cost savings in the types of material that need to be used and the strength of those
materials used. Fluid filter systems, manufactured in accordance with the present disclosure, could now be built with
lower price commodity materials and relatively thin wall sections, as compared to the materials and wall thickness now
common in such systems. Utilization of lower price commodity materials and relatively thin wall sections would dramat-
ically reduce the cost of each component from a material cost and a manufacturing cost perspective.
[0086] Further, materials that are freeze tolerant (have high percent elongation and high elastic material range) can
now be used due to the operation of the pressure limiting valve that prevents high pressures that would normally yield
these materials from entering the cartridge. Such materials include, but not limited to, polyethelynes, unreinforced poly-
propylenes or any other material that would operatively perform the same function in the intended environment,
[0087] Thus, it is possible to produce a plurality of representative fluid filter systems in accordance with the present
disclosure, as described above, which can be customized to whatever pressures limits to which the manufacture desires
that the overall fluid filter system should be controlled. As should be understood, shut-off pressures are controlled by
the compression spring 82 and by changing the characteristics of this compression spring 82 the opening pressure and
the shutoff pressure can be varied, in accordance with known principles.

The Mounting Bracket Assembly

[0088] As illustrated in Figures 2 and 12-19, the mounting bracket assembly 51 component of the liquid filtration system
50 of the present disclosure, presently preferably, comprises a representative mounting bracket 52 and the filter cartridge
latching system assembly 56. Figure 15 is a perspective view and Figure 16 is an exploded view of one representative
mounting bracket assembly 51, in accordance with the present disclosure. As specifically illustrated in the exploded
view, the mounting bracket assembly 51 comprises the mounting bracket 52 and the filter cartridge latching system
assembly 56. As illustrated, the mounting bracket 52 comprises, presently preferably, a one piece molded part, having
a base portion 57 and an attachment portion 59, presently preferably, formed perpendicular to the base portion 57. The
base portion 57 comprises representative structure 53 for securing the liquid filtration system 50 to other structure, such
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as, for example, a refrigerator, as is known in the art. The attachment portion 59 comprises connecting structure 91 for
receiving and operatively connecting the filter cartridge latching system assembly 56 and the manifold assembly 54.
[0089] As illustrated, the base portion 57 comprises structure, for receiving fastening structure 55, such as, for example,
mounting bracket screws, which interface and interconnect the mounting bracket 52 with the filter cartridge latching
system assembly 56.
[0090] As illustrated in Figures 15-16, and particularly the exploded view of Figure 16, the filter cartridge latching
system assembly 56 comprises a main bracket 64, a latch assembly 66, an alignment collar 68 and resilient means or
assembly biasing structure, such as, for example, latch return springs, 148, 149. As will be explained in greater detail,
the filter cartridge latching system assembly 56 comprises structure, presently preferably slots, 172, operatively formed
in the combination alignment collar 68/main bracket extension members 102, 104, 106, 108, for aligning the filter cartridge
58 with the inlet assembly 70 housed in the manifold assembly 54. The main bracket extension members 104, 108 also
include structure or slots 109 for assisting the alignment of the filter cartridge 58 with collar 68 during the insertion of the
filter cartridge 58 into the filter cartridge latching system assembly 56. Further, the main bracket 64 comprises a bore
60 for allowing the interface of the filter cartridge stem 154 with the inlet assembly 70 along with structure 110, 112, 114,
116, operatively positioned therein, for interfacing with the connection structure or mounting bracket screws 119 to
operatively secure the main bracket 64 to the mounting bracket 52. Further, connecting structure 91, for operatively
connecting the manifold assembly 54 to the mounting bracket assembly 51, operatively positioned at the top of the main
bracket 64 and proximate to the bore 60, as described above.
[0091] In the presently preferred representative embodiment, the inside surface of the alignment collar 68 and the
bottom surfaces of the main bracket extension members 102, 104, 106, 108 are adapted to operatively interface such
that cartridge latching structure 126, 128, 130, 132, as best illustrated in Figure 19, presently preferably, formed as
protrusions from the outer surface of the filter cartridge 58 must be aligned before the filter cartridge 58 can be properly
inserted into the inlet assembly 70.
[0092] As illustrated in Figures 19 and 24-25, one representative embodiment that has proven effective in the utilization
of the present disclosure in the intended environment comprises two sets of opposing main bracket extension members
102, 104, 106, 108, presently preferably, one of the two sets of extension members 104, 108 have slots 109 formed
therein for receiving corresponding alignment members 98, 100 formed on the face of the outer surface of filter cartridge
58 proximate the cartridge latching structure 126, 130. While it is presently preferred that the corresponding cartridge
alignment members 98, 100 formed on the face of the outer surface of filter cartridge 58 and protrude from the surface
thereof in order to operatively interface with the corresponding alignment members in the form of slots 172 on the
alignment collar 68 and slots 109 formed in the main bracket extension members 104, 108, it should be understood that
any corresponding structure that is effective to accomplish the desired interface of the filter cartridge and the latching
mechanism presently know to those skilled in the art and those presently unknown but that subsequently become known
to those skilled in the art is intended to be encompassed by the present disclosure and claims. Specifically, such
modifications as positioning slots on the surface of the filter cartridge and corresponding protrusions on the alignment
collar and main bracket would be representative examples of one type of an infinite number of modifications envisioned
above.
[0093] In the practice of the system of the present disclosure, one representative embodiment comprises the permanent
attachment of the main bracket 64 to the alignment collar 68 by press fitting, or other attachment methods, such as, for
example ultra sonic welding, snap fitting etc. and any other method presently known to those skilled in the art and those
methods that are presently unknown, but would be understood to perform this function once they become known to
those skilled in the art.
[0094] As best illustrated in Figures 2 and 16, the latch assembly 66 comprises a rim 142 having two sets of, presently
preferably, opposed extension members 134, 136, 138, 140 projecting perpendicular thereto. As illustrated, the latch
assembly 66 is operatively positioned over the main bracket 64 such that the top surface of the main bracket rim 94 and
lower surface of the latch assembly rim 142 are in sliding/bearing like contact. Projecting from the upper surface of the
latch assembly rim 142 are two protrusions 96, 97 for securing the latch assembly biasing structure 148, 149, presently
preferably, latch return springs to corresponding protrusions 178, 180 extending vertically from the top surface of the
main bracket rim 94, as illustrated in Figures 42-44.
[0095] As best illustrated in Figures 56-59, the two sets of, presently preferably, opposed extension members 134,
136, 138, 140 have projection members 182, 184, 186, 188 extending, presently preferably, perpendicularly from the
inner surface thereof toward the center of the bore 60 formed in the latch assembly rim 142. The latch assembly rim
142, presently preferably, comprises two sets of corresponding structure 190, 192, 194, 196 for interfacing with corre-
sponding structure 198, 200, 202, 204 of the main bracket rim 94. The interface between the upper surface of the main
bracket rim 94 and the lower surface of the latch assembly rim 142 provides a bearing like surface for the limited rotation
of the latch assembly 66 relative to the main bracket 64, thereby facilitating the engagement and disengagement of the
filter cartridge 58 from the system of the present disclosure, as will be discussed in detail below.
[0096] The projection members 182, 184, 186, 188 of the two sets of, presently preferably, opposed extension members
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134, 136, 138, 140 of the latch assembly 66 are adapted to interface with corresponding cartridge latching structure
126, 128, 130, 132, presently preferably, in the form of notches 222, 224 (see Figures 20-21) in order to secure the filter
cartridge 58 in proper, nonreleasable, position in the manifold assembly 54.
[0097] As best illustrated in Figures 56-59, the inventors of the present disclosure have discovered that having the
thickness of the innermost surface of the ends of at least two of the latch member projection members 182, 186 greater
than the thickness of opposed extension members 134, 138 at the interface between the two latch member projection
members 182, 186 with corresponding structure on the cartridge latching structure 128, 132 on filter cartridge 58 outer
surface provides a more than adequate means for preventing the inadvertent disengagement of the filter cartridge stem
154 from the inlet assembly 70.
[0098] In fact, during testing of representative embodiments of the present disclosure, the interlocking components
of the two latch member projection members 182, 186 with the corresponding cartridge latching structure 128, 132 on
the outer surface of the filter cartridge 58, inadvertent disengagement of the filter cartridge 58 from the system manifold
assembly 54 did not occur, even during extreme conditions because the mating surfaces of the latch assembly 66 and
the filter cartridge latching structure 128, 132 have matching reverse angles that interlock/move together when a force,
such as pressure, is applied to the filter cartridge from the stem or neck 154 toward the bottom thereof in the direction
of disengagement of the filter cartridge from the manifold, as illustrated in Figures 56-59.

Filter Cartridge Latching System Assembly

[0099] The representative filter cartridge latching system assembly 56 of the present disclosure is unique and innovative
to the application of fluid manifold/filter cartridge interface connections.
[0100] As illustrated in Figure 16, the relationship between the mounting bracket 52 and the filter cartridge latching
system assembly 56 is as illustrated by an exploded view thereof. Figure 17 shows the mounting bracket 52 and the
filter cartridge latching system assembly 56 as an assembled unit resulting from the operative connection thereof.
[0101] The operation of the presently preferred, representative filter cartridge latching system assembly 56 of the
present disclosure can be best described as functioning some what like a retractable ball point pen. In the retractable
ball point pen system, when the pen actuator is depressed, the ball point cartridge will translate out from inside the pen
barrel and latch itself in an extended position so that the ball point is exposed. When the pen actuator is depressed
again, the ball point will unlatch itself and be retracted back inside the barrel of the pen body.
[0102] The operation of the latching mechanism of the present disclosure operates basically the opposite of the
retractable ball point pen description above. Specifically, as the filter cartridge 58 is inserted into the filter cartridge
latching system assembly 56 and becomes latched using a series of cam features and springs. This latching/camming
motion is derived from a linear translation of the filter cartridge 58 into the manifold assembly 54 and filter cartridge
latching system assembly 56 assemblies. The same linear translations/motions are used to un-install (or unlatch) the
filter cartridge 58 from the filter cartridge latching system assembly 56 as were used to install (or latch) the filter cartridge
58 into the operating position.
[0103] One clear advantage that results from utilization of the presently preferred representative filter cartridge latching
system assembly 56 of the present disclosure is that the user only has to impose one direction of motion onto the filter
cartridge 58 to have the filter cartridge 58 operatively lock into the manifold assembly 54 such that liquid flows into the
filter cartridge 58. In other prior known systems currently on the market, the user has to make at least two separate
motions in order to have the filter cartridge operatively lock into the manifold assembly 54 such that liquid flow into the
filter cartridge. In the prior known systems, both a translational and a rotational (i.e. � turn devices) or two separate
translations (push buttons) have been required in order to result in the completion of the same operation.
[0104] The presently preferred, representative fluid filter system 50 of the present disclosure eliminates the high
breakout torque phenomenon associated with the prior � turn devices. As is known, the high breakout torque phenomena
is the result of the high compression rates applied to the sealing O-rings and the rotation of these highly compressed
O-rings needed to disengage the filter cartridge from the manifold assembly 54. In the presently preferred, representative
system of the present disclosure, no rotation of the highly compressed O-rings is required. The system of the present
disclosure is effective to prevent rotational movement of the highly compressed O-rings and allows only translation
movement of the highly compressed O-rings which dramatically reduces the seal breaking force needed to unlatch and
remove the filter cartridge from an operative connection with the manifold assembly 54.
[0105] The unique and innovative filter cartridge latching system assembly 56 of the present disclosure will now be
described in detail. As stated above, the filter cartridge latching system assembly 56 is the mechanism that is operatively
connected to the manifold assembly 54 and to the mounting bracket 52. As illustrated in Figures, 12-17, the filter cartridge
latching system assembly 56 comprises three basic components, the main bracket 64, the latch assembly 66, the
alignment collar 68 and at least one resilience structure, such as, for example, a spring structure, such as, latch return
springs 148, 149, as will be described below. In general, the main bracket 64 is, presently preferably, an injected molded
piece having at one end connecting structure 91 for interfacing with the manifold assembly 54 and at the other end
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structure 92 for interfacing with the alignment collar 68. The main bracket 64 further comprises a main bracket rim 94
having at least two protrusions 96, 97 formed thereon and projecting away from the surface of the main bracket rim 94
and four main bracket extension members 102, 104, 106, 108 projecting in the opposite direction from the other side of
the main bracket rim 94.
[0106] During the assembly of the filter cartridge latching system assembly 56, the main bracket 64 is operatively
connected to the alignment collar 68 such that the ends of the four main bracket extension members 102, 104, 106, 108
from the lower surface of the main bracket 64 are operatively connected to the alignment collar 68. Structure 110, 112,
114, 116 is formed at operative locations on the main bracket rim 94 for connecting the main bracket 64 to the mounting
bracket 52 through the use of fastening structure 119, such as for example screws or any other known fastener that is
capable of performing the function required in an acceptable manner or any yet to be discovered fastener capable of
performing the required function. Further, four projection members 182, 184, 186, 188 extend from the inner surface of
the four opposed extension members 134, 136, 138, 140 for operatively cooperating with the corresponding cartridge
latching structure 126, 128, 130, 132 for latching and unlatching on the filter cartridge 58 such that the stem or neck 154
of the filter cartridge 58 is readily installed and subsequently readily removed from engagement with the manifold assembly
54.
[0107] The main bracket rim 94 and the four opposed extension members 134, 136, 138, 140 of the latch assembly
rim 142 are adapted such that the latch assembly rim 142 and the main bracket 94 interface with each other in a manner
that enables rotational movement of the two latch member projection members 144, 146 from the latch assembly rim
142 of the latch assembly 66 and to rotate back and forth within a defined space, as illustrated in Figures 42-44. In order
to control the rotation of the four opposed extension members 134, 136, 138, 140, at least one, and, presently preferably
two, representative resilience means or latch return springs 148, 149, such as, for example, a coil spring, a leaf spring,
an extension spring, or any other presently known or unknown resilient structure capable of operatively performing the
required function, is operatively connected thereto such as, for example, with one end of the illustrated coil spring being
connected to a protrusion 178, 180 from the rim 94 of the main bracket 64 and the other end being connected to a
protrusion 96, 97 from the latch assembly rim 142.
[0108] An alternative representative embodiment that could be used, as another representative embodiment, is illus-
trated in Figure 21 and comprises four leaf spring elements 150 formed integral with the latch assembly rim 142 and
four bracket cam surfaces 152 operatively positioned on the main bracket rim 94. It is this rotational movement that
enables each of the four projection members 182, 184, 186, 188, to interact with the cartridge latching structure 126,
128, 130, 132, formed on the surface of the filter cartridge 58. It should be understood that other types of resilient
structures could also effectively function to accomplish this rotation and that the claims of the present application are
intended to encompass all such structures.
[0109] As mentioned above, structure for interacting with the four opposed extension members 134, 136, 138, 140 is
illustrated in Figures 1-2 and 19-22. As illustrated, the representative structure, presently preferably, comprises projec-
tions above the surface of the filter cartridge external surface or cartridge latching structure 126, 128, 130, 132. While
specific shaped structures are illustrated, it should be understood that any other shape that is capable of achieving the
results of the specific structure shown are intended to, be within the scope of the claims of the present application. It is
believed that there are numerous combinations of material and structures that could be used to accomplish the same
results as that accomplished by the specific representative embodiments illustrated and such are considered to be within
the scope of the innovation of the present disclosure.
[0110] As will be explained in more detail during the operation of the systems of the present disclosure, it is important
that whatever structure and/or material is selected for the four opposed extension members 134, 136, 138, 140 and the
corresponding cartridge latching structure 126, 128, 130, 132, formed on the filter cartridge 58 be capable of certain
actions that allow the filter cartridge to be engaged with and disengaged from the manifold assembly 54 without imparting
rotational forces to the filter cartridge. In the specific representative embodiment illustrated, the four opposed extension
members 134, 136, 138, 140 presently preferably are capable of movement away from and toward the surface of the
filter cartridge 58 during installation and removal of the filter cartridge 58 from the manifold assembly 54. Further, the
four opposed extension members 134, 136, 138, 140 are presently preferably capable of rotating between the openings
in main bracket 64 to facilitate the engagement of the projection members 182, 184, 186, 188 formed on the inner surface
of the four opposed extension members 134, 136, 138, 140 with cartridge latching structure 126, 128, 130, 132 formed
on the outer surface of the filter cartridge 58. Even further, the four opposed extension members 134, 136, 138, 140
must be operatively connected to structure 190, 192, 194, 196 for interfacing with corresponding structure 198, 200,
202, 204 of the main bracket rim 94 that enables the opposed extension members 134, 136, 138, 140 to rotate away
from a protrusion 178, 180 of the main bracket 64 and then be forced back away from the main bracket protrusion 178,
180 into engagement with the cartridge latching structure 126, 128, 130, 132 on the outer surface of the filter cartridge 58.
[0111] By the same token, upon the straight line push/pull motion of the filter cartridge 58 into the manifold assembly
54, the complementary structure of the projection members 182, 184, 186, 188 of the four opposed extension members
134, 136, 138, 140 and the cartridge latching structure 126, 128, 130, 132 on the outer surface of the filter cartridge 58
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must be capable of disengaging so that the filter cartridge 58 can be removed from engagement with the manifold
assembly 54 by simply moving the filter cartridge 58 into the manifold assembly 54 without any rotational movement
thereof. Once this has occurred, the filter cartridge 58 is readily removed from engagement with the manifold assembly
54 and a new cartridge 58 can then be moved into engagement with the manifold assembly 54.
[0112] Specifically, among the innovative features of the present disclosure, it has been determined desirable to load
the latch assembly 66 spring to give positive engagement. Further, it has also been determined desirable to enable the
system to allow for latch over-ride and forced engagement during installation of the filter cartridge 58. In the specific
representative embodiment illustrated, it has been determined desirable to spring the latch using dual latch return springs
148, 149, although it is recognized that more or less springs could be effectively utilized. Finally, it has also been
determined desirable to use four opposed extension members 134, 136, 138, 140 to engage with filter cartridge 58,
although it is recognized that the utilization of more or less extension members may be sufficient to effectively accomplish
the interconnection function, as would be understood by those skilled in the art.
[0113] At this point, we will now describe a representative filter cartridge assembly 58 component of the liquid filtration
system 50, as contemplated in the present disclosure.

The Filter Cartridge Assembly

[0114] As illustrated in Figure 22, an exploded view of the filter cartridge assembly 58, one representative embodiment
of the filter cartridge assembly component of the present disclosure comprises a closure member 158, filtration media
160, a top end cap 162, a shell 164 including a stem 154 member. Figure 23 is a perspective view of a representative
embodiment of an assembled filter cartridge assembly 58 according to the present disclosure.
[0115] As illustrated, the upper portion or shell portion 164 of the filter cartridge 58 comprises representative cartridge
latching structure 126, 128, 130, 132 projecting outwardly from the outer surface of the shell 164. As described above,
these representative cartridge latching structure 126, 128, 130, 132 and alignment members 98, 100 are adapted to
interface with the corresponding four main bracket extension members 102, 104, 106, 108 on the main bracket 64, and
have structure or slots 109 for interacting with the alignment members 98, 100 on the filter cartridge surface. It should
be understood that while the structure illustrated for the representative cartridge latching structure 126, 128, 130, 132
and alignment members 98, 100 are protrusions, depressions or more or less thick protrusions capable of performing
the intended function while interacting with the corresponding components is to be considered a part of the present
disclosure.
[0116] As illustrated in the representative exploded view of Figure 22, the representative top end cap 162 is operatively
connected to the representative filtration media 160 in any conventional manner known to those skilled in the art. As
specifically illustrated, the top end cap 162 has a representative inner stem portion 212 having various representative
sealing structure, such as O-rings, operatively positioned thereon. The representative shell 164 comprises in addition
to the above mentioned representative cartridge latching structure 126, 128, 130, 132 and alignment members 98, 100,
an outer stem portion 214 having a plurality of representative sealing means, such as, for example, O-rings operatively
positioned thereon for facilitating the movement of liquid from the inlet assembly 70 through the filtration media 160 and
out through the head/outlet assembly 62, as is known to those skilled in the art. It should be understood that while, a
specific representative embodiment of the system of the present disclosure is illustrated, many other workable embod-
iments are possible and such is intended to be included within the scope of the present disclosure and claims. Since so
many filtration cartridge assembly variations are possible, we believe it unnecessary to give a complete description of
each and every possible filtration cartridge assembly embodiment.
[0117] However, one feature of the filter cartridge assembly 58 embodiment illustrated resides in the representative
cartridge latching structure 126, 128, 130, 132 and alignment members 98, 100 illustrated as protrusions from the outer
surface of the filter cartridge assembly, and, in particular, as illustrated, the shell 164, it being understood that corre-
sponding structure could be positioned on the outer surface of the filter cartridge assembly 58 or at any other location
thereon so long as the corresponding structure positioned on the main bracket and the latch assembly are capable of
successfully interfacing therewith.
[0118] As best illustrated in Figures 23-25, the filter cartridge corresponding cartridge latching structure 126, 128, 130,
132 is illustrated in detail. As illustrated, filter cartridge corresponding latching structure 126, 130 or similar structure
corresponds to the main bracket 64 extension members 104, 108. Filter cartridge corresponding latching structure 128,
132 correspond with the other main bracket 64 opposing extension members 102, 106. Filter cartridge corresponding
latching structure 126, 130 comprise two components, a first complementary element 166 and a second complementary
alignment member 98. Features of the first complementary element 166 include three diagonal surfaces 216, 218, 220,
with a notch 222 formed between two 216, 220 of the diagonal surfaces. The reduced width of the corresponding cartridge
latching structure 126, 130 performs an important function that will be described below. As illustrated, the portion of the
first complementary element most distal from the stem includes a tapered portion 170. The second complementary
alignment members 98, 100 comprises a complementary shaped element for interacting with the structure or slots 109
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formed in the main bracket extension members 104, 108.
[0119] The corresponding filter cartridge latching structures 128, 132, comprises a notch 224 formed from three
relatively straight surfaces 226, 228, 230. As with the corresponding portion four extension members projecting from
the latch assembly 66, the outer surface of the upper portion 226 is thicker than the point at which the cartridge latching
structure 128, 132 interfaces with the filter cartridge surface. This cartridge latching structure 128, 132 in combination
with the corresponding projection members 182, 186, as illustrated in Figures 12-14, on the extension members provides
for a positive engagement of the filter cartridge latching system assembly 56 thereby securely positioning and retaining
the filter cartridge in the correct operative position.
[0120] The fluid filtration system 50 of the present discourse currently contemplates and features a proprietary key
configuration in that the specific configuration of the filter cartridge entrance points into the alignment collar are shaped
as illustrated in the various Figures but can be configured in an infinite number of different shapes to provide a filtration
system unique to each customer/manufacturer to ensure that only matching propriety shaped corresponding portions
are allowed to be installed, thereby providing for quality control of replacement cartridges.
[0121] Each unique filter cartridge corresponding latching structure 126, 128, 130, 132 and corresponding alignment
members 98, 100 or key configurations allow only the contracted user (or owner - if the customer has purchased the
right to use a specific key configuration) the ability to replace the customer authorized filter cartridge into the main bracket
assembly and no one else’s, because any other shaped configuration will not fit, due to the unique key configuration.
One representative and illustrated key configuration is defined by an alignment member (i.e. key) positioned on the outer
surface of the filter cartridge and a corresponding slot (i.e. keyway) formed in the main bracket. If the alignment member
and the slot do not line up during installation of the filter cartridge, the latching system assembly 56 will not actuate and
will not lock the filter cartridge into operative position within the latching system assembly 56 and the filter cartridge
having a non conforming key configuration will be prevented from being operatively connected to the manifold 54.
[0122] While not all possible key configurations have been disclosed herein, it is believed that the same conceptual
theory holds true for infinite variations of key and corresponding keyway configurations formed on the filter cartridge and
the latching system assembly and the alignment collar. The present disclosure contemplates that an infinite number of
different keys and corresponding keyway configurations can be developed by changing any one or any combination of
the size, shape and/or location of these keys and keyways and the present disclosure is intended to encompass all such
possible different configurations.

Cartridge Poppet Interface

[0123] As illustrated in Figures 26-27, other features of the present disclosure that contribute significantly to the overall
efficient and reliable operation of the fluid filtration system 50 of the present disclosure, include, but are not limited to,
four (4) tapered ribs 232, 234, 236, 238 forming a cartridge poppet interface 75 on the inside diameter of the cartridge
inner stem portion 212. It has been determined that these four (4) tapered ribs 232, 234, 236, 238 enhance the performance
of at least three functions, opening the poppet valve 78 to allow fluid to flow when appropriate, maintaining the poppet
valve 78 in a position centered about the centerline of the filter cartridge 58 and assisting with the stabilization of the
poppet valve 78 during operation. Poppet valve 78 stabilization is accomplished because the tapered ribs 232, 234, 236,
238 on the inside diameter of the cartridge inner stem portion 212 of the filter cartridge act as a positive guide for the
poppet valve 78. The ribs 232, 234, 236, 238 enable the poppet valve 78 to be centered and force the poppet valve to
move purely translational, i.e., no excessive side to side movement is experienced. Prevention of excessive side to side
movement ensures full fluid flow and prevents premature closing of the poppet valve 78. In short, the poppet valve 78
is captured by the tapered ribs 232, 234, 236, 238 in the filter cartridge so that poppet valve movement is restricted to
up and down movement only relative to the cartridge, as illustrated in Figures 26-27.

Cartridge Outlet Port Hole

[0124] It has also been determined that fluid drip that occurs during cartridge change out is reduced when only one
outlet port is present in the filter cartridge stem. However, it should be understood that while fluid drip is reduced by
using only one outlet port, the cartridge component of the preset liquid filtration system 50 would function acceptably
with respect to fluid drip when the stem 154 has been manufactured with two outlet port holes.
[0125] Now that we have described the various components of the liquid filtration system 50 of the present disclosure
and how an end user would place the liquid filtration system 50 in operation in the environment of use, we will know
describe the operation of the liquid filtration system 50 of the present disclosure.

Placing the System in Operation

[0126] In an effort to clearly show the cooperative components of the system of the present disclosure, applicants
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provided color figures depicting the installation and removal of the filter cartridge from the latching system assembly 56
and from the manifold 54 in the provisional application. Specifically, originally provided color Figures 26-44 and currently
submitted Figures 28-40 illustrate the interaction of the cartridge latching structure 126, 128, 130, 132 and alignment
members 98, 100 with the filter cartridge latching system assembly 56, originally provided color Figures 42-44 illustrate
the spring biasing and rotation of the main bracket 64 relative to the latch assembly 66 and originally provided color
Figures 45-58 illustrate the relative position of the filter cartridge stem 154 relative to the manifold during installation and
replacement of the filter cartridge. We turn now to a description of the interaction of the external components of the fluid
filtration system of the present disclosure as a filter cartridge is first installed and then disengaged from the manifold
and removed in order to be replaced.

Filter Cartridge Installation

[0127] As illustrated in Figure 30, the alignment collar 68 has corresponding structure 172, 173 which when aligned
with the proper cartridge latching structure 126, 128, 130, 132 and alignment members 98, 100 on the filter cartridge
outer surface, allows the filter cartridge to align the proper opposed extension members 134, 136, 138, 140 of the latch
assembly 66. Once properly aligned by an operator, the filter cartridge is moved in the direction of the arrow in Figures
28 and 29 so that the stem 154 of the filter cartridge moves toward the manifold. Figure 31 illustrates the cartridge
latching structure 126, 128, 130, 132 and alignment members 98, 100 on the filter cartridge outer surface being aligned
with the corresponding structure 172, 173 in the cartridge alignment collar 68. As the filter cartridge is move further
toward the manifold, a cam surface 240, 242 on the opposed extension members 134, 138, of the latch assembly 66
comes into contact with a cam surface 244, 246 of the cartridge latching structure 128, 132, as illustrated in Figure 32.
It is presently preferred that there be two sets of two corresponding structure positioned on the filter cartridge latching
system assembly 56 and the filter cartridge 58. The two sets are presently preferred located at about 180 degrees relative
to the other member of the set, it being understood that the number and the relative positions thereof can vary, as long
as the function of operatively connecting the filter system and the manifold together is accomplished.
[0128] As the cam surface 240, 242 of the latch assembly 66 contacts the angled cam surface 244, 246 on the
corresponding member of the filter cartridge, the latch assembly 66 begins to rotate away from the corresponding member
of the main bracket 64, the tension therefore being provided by latch return springs 148, 149 operatively connected to
both the latch assembly 66 and the main bracket 64. Figures 30-32 illustrate the continued movement of the filter cartridge
toward the manifold and the continued separation of the opposed latch assembly 66 opposed extension members 134,
138 from the corresponding main bracket extension members.
[0129] As illustrated in originally provided color Figure 34, the cam surface 240, 242 of the latch assembly 66 that is
closest to the corresponding main bracket extension members, from which the latching member has rotated away from,
rotates back slightly in order to catch in the notch 222 of cartridge latching structure 126, 130. As the filter cartridge
continues to be moved toward the manifold, as illustrated in Figures 34-36, bias provided by the latch return springs
148, 149 and the inlet return spring 82 forces the projection member into the notch 222 of cartridge latching structure
126, 130 until the filter cartridge is locked into position, as illustrated in Figure 36.

Filter Cartridge Removal:

[0130] Cartridge removal is illustrated in Figures 37-40. As illustrated in Figure 37, with a cartridge installed, the
cartridge is pushed forward, at which point, the projection members 182, 184, 186, 188 of the two sets of, presently
preferably, opposed extension members 134, 136, 138, 140 of the latch assembly 66 ride up on the cam surfaces 248,
250, a portion that was not cut out by the notches 222, 224, on each of the corresponding cartridge latching structure
126, 128, 130, 132, on the surface of the filter cartridge, and due to their resilience, the opposed extension members
134, 136, 138, 140 move away from the filter cartridge or bend outwardly away from the corresponding notches 222,
224 of the cartridge latching structure 126, 128, 130, 132 to positively disengage. The opposed extension members 134,
136, 138, 140 then rotates back toward the main bracket extension members 102, 104, 106, 108, due to the spring bias,
over top of the cartridge locking cams 248, 250 to unlock the cartridge from the filter cartridge latching system assembly
56 as illustrated in Figures 37-38.
[0131] Once this is accomplished, the filter cartridge is now unlocked and can be pulled out of the manifold, as illustrated
in Figures 39-40. The inlet return spring provides an ejection assist to help push the filter cartridge out of the manifold.
To replace the removed filter cartridge with a new filter cartridge or to reinstall the original filter cartridge, the filter cartridge
installation procedure described above is followed.

Latch Springs

[0132] Figures 41-42 illustrates the rotational movement between the cam surfaces interface 143 that enables rotational
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movement of the latch assembly 66 relative to the main bracket 64. Specifically, originally provided color Figure 40
illustrates the relative position of the latch assembly 66 with the main bracket 64 when there is no cartridge either installed
or being installed in the system. As the filter cartridge 58 is initially being inserted into the cartridge alignment collar 68,
the latch assembly 66 rotates relative to the main bracket 64. Figure 41 illustrates the approximately maximum rotational
movement of the latch assembly 66 relative to the main bracket 64 during installation of the filter cartridge into the
manifold assembly 54.
[0133] The above has been a description on the interaction of the external component parts of the system of the
present disclosure during installation of and removal of a filter cartridge. We turn now to a description of the interaction
of the internal components of the system of the present disclosure as a filter cartridge is first installed and then disengaged
from the manifold and removed in order to be replaced.

Filter Cartridge Installation

[0134] Figures 45-51 illustrate the interaction of the cartridge stem 154 with the inlet assembly of the manifold during
filter cartridge installation. As illustrated in Figure 43, as the filter cartridge is pushed toward the inlet assembly, the
poppet valve 78 is closed.
[0135] As illustrated in Figure 44, as the filter cartridge is partially pushed toward the inlet assembly, the cartridge O-
rings begin to engage in seal against the manifold. Figures 45-47 illustrate the engagement of all O-rings to the manifold
and to the inlet after the cartridge has been pushed further in toward the inlet assembly and then at a certain point the
poppet valve is opened. As illustrated in Figure 48, the cartridge moves away from or outwardly from the inlet assembly
as a result of the inlet return spring and water pressure. At this point, the cartridge is secured/latched in place, all O-
rings are engaged to the manifold and to the inlet and the poppet valve 78 is open with full water flow.
[0136] Figure 51 illustrates the end result of the cartridge installation, that being the securing/latching of the cartridge
in the operating position with all O-rings engaged to the manifold and to the inlet assembly, with the poppet valve 78
open and full water flow.

Filter Cartridge Removal:

[0137] Filter cartridge removal from the installed operating position connected to the manifold assembly is initiated by
pushing the cartridge end toward the inlet assembly, which moves the inlet assembly in the same direction, as the inlet
assembly is being pushed by the cartridge stem. At this point, the poppet valve 78 is open, all O-rings remain engaged
and the connecting structures described above flex outwardly and rotate to release from engagement with the corre-
sponding connecting structure on the filter cartridge, as illustrated in Figure 49.
[0138] As illustrated in originally provided color Figure 53, after the cartridge is pushed toward the inlet assembly, the
cartridge is released and pushed outwardly by the inlet return spring and water pressure. As shown, the inlet assembly
returned to the seat on the manifold with the poppet valve 78 remaining open.
[0139] As illustrated in Figure 50, at this point during cartridge removal, the cartridge is being removed by the user,
the poppet valve 78 is closed, all the O-rings remain engaged but there is no water flow.
[0140] As illustrated in Figure 51, as the cartridge is pulled further out by the user removing the cartridge, the cartridge
seal to the inlet O-ring disengages, the lower cartridge O-rings disengage from the manifold and the cartridge vents. At
this point, the user has successfully removed the cartridge from the upper of engagement with the inlet assembly.
[0141] After the development of the specific embodiment described in detail above, another embodiment was devel-
oped which built upon the preceding disclosure and improves upon the above concepts. As can be seen upon a review
of the drawings, the following new embodiment shares the manifold assembly 54 with the embodiment described above,
reduces some components and strengthens several main components, as will be described herein below.
[0142] The present disclosure also relates to liquid, such as, for example, water, filtration systems that may be em-
ployed, in one representative application, but not limited to, appliances such as, for example, a refrigerator or similar
device capable of utilizing a water filtration functionality during the normal operation thereof. The liquid filtration systems
of the present disclosure include several new and unique features.
[0143] In another representative embodiment, illustrated in Figure 55, a perspective view, and Figure 56, an exploded
view, a liquid filtration system 350, according to the present disclosure, comprises a combination mounting bracket
assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter cartridge latching system assembly 351, the manifold assembly 54, as disclosed
above, for operatively connecting and disconnecting a representative filter cartridge 358 to the manifold assembly 54,
as will be explained in greater detail below.
[0144] In this representative assembled liquid filtration system 350 illustrated in detail, the combination mounting
bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter cartridge latching system assembly 351 comprises structure 353 to
operatively attach and detach the combination mounting bracket 351 to another structure (not shown), such as, including,
but not limited to, a refrigerator or similar device capable of utilizing a water filtration functionality during the normal
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operation thereof. The combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter cartridge latching system
assembly 351 further comprises fastening structure 355, and an attachment portion 359 for operatively connecting the
manifold assembly 54 and filter cartridge latching system assembly 356, as will be explained in more detail below.
[0145] In this representative assembled liquid filtration system 350 illustrated in detail, as with the embodiment above,
the manifold assembly 54 is operatively connected to the combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment
collar/filter cartridge latching system assembly 351. The filter cartridge latching system assembly 356 is operatively
connected to both the combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/latch member 351 and the
manifold assembly 354 and comprises, among other features, a main bracket/latch assembly combination 364 having
a plurality of main bracket extension members 402, 404 (as best illustrated in Figure 56), presently preferably, projecting
perpendicular there from and a plurality of opposed extension members 434, 436, presently preferably, projecting per-
pendicular thereto, the details of which will also be discussed below.
[0146] At this point, it seems prudent to describe the structural makeup of the components thereof including the
combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter cartridge latching system assembly 351, man-
ifold assembly 54, that comprise the portion that is fixed in the position of use of the presently preferred liquid filtration
system 350 which receives, secures and selectively releases the replaceable filter cartridge 358 from engagement
therewith and the interrelationships thereof.

The Combination Mounting Bracket Assembly/Cartridge Alignment Collar/Filter Cartridge Latching System Assembly

[0147] As illustrated in Figures 56 and 59, the combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter
cartridge latching system assembly 351 component of the liquid filtration system 350 of the present disclosure, presently
preferably, comprises a representative bracket cover 352, and the filter cartridge latching system assembly 356. Figure
59 is a perspective view of one representative combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter
cartridge latching system assembly 351, in accordance with the present disclosure. As specifically illustrated in the
exploded view, the combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter cartridge latching system
assembly 351 comprises a one piece molded part, having a base portion 357 and an attachment portion 359, presently
preferably, formed perpendicular to the base portion 357. The base portion 357 comprises representative structure 353
for securing the liquid filtration system 350 to other structure, such as, for example, a refrigerator, as is known in the art.
The bracket cover 352 comprises connecting structure 391 for receiving and operatively connecting the combination
mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter cartridge latching system assembly 351 and the manifold
assembly 354.
[0148] As illustrated, the base portion 357 comprises structure, for receiving fastening structure 353, such as, for
example, protrusions, which interface and interconnect the combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment
collar/filter cartridge latching system assembly 351 with the filter cartridge latching system assembly 356.
[0149] As illustrated in Figures 56 and 59, the combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter
cartridge latching system assembly 351 of the present embodiment combines the following structure of the previously
disclosed embodiment above, including the filter cartridge latching system assembly 56 the main bracket 64, the latch
assembly 66, the alignment collar 68 and resilient means or latch assembly biasing structure such as, for example, a
single latch return spring 448, which replaces original latch return springs, 148, 149. As will be explained in greater
detail, the filter cartridge latching system assembly 356 comprises structure 472, operatively formed in the combination
mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter cartridge latching system assembly 351 extension members
402, 404, for aligning the filter cartridge 358 with the inlet assembly 70 housed in the manifold assembly 54. The
combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter cartridge latching system assembly 351 exten-
sion members 406, 408 also include structure or slots 409 for assisting the alignment of the filter cartridge 358 with
combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter cartridge latching system assembly 351 during
the insertion of the filter cartridge 358 into the combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter
cartridge latching system assembly 351. Further, the combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/
filter cartridge latching system assembly 351 comprises a bore 460 for allowing the interface of the filter cartridge stem
454 with the inlet assembly 70 along with structure 410, 412, 414, 416, operatively positioned therein, for interfacing
with the connection structure 419 to operatively secure combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment
collar/filter cartridge latching system assembly 351 to the bracket cover 352. Further, receiving structure 391, for oper-
atively connecting the manifold assembly 54 to the combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/
filter cartridge latching system assembly 351 operatively positioned at the top thereof and proximate to the bore 460, as
described above.
[0150] In one representative embodiment, the inside surface of the combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge
alignment collar/filter cartridge latching system assembly 351 is adapted to operatively interface such that cartridge
latching structure 428, 432, as best illustrated in Figure 56, presently preferably, formed as protrusions from the outer
surface of the filter cartridge 358 must be aligned before the filter cartridge 358 can be properly inserted into the inlet
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assembly 70.
[0151] As illustrated in Figures 55-57, one representative embodiment that has proven effective in the utilization of
the present disclosure in the intended environment comprises one set of opposing extension members 402, 404, have
slots 409 formed therein for receiving corresponding alignment members 398, 400 formed on the face of the outer surface
of filter cartridge 358 proximate the cartridge latching structure 428, 432. While it is presently preferred that the corre-
sponding cartridge alignment members 398, 400 formed on the face of the outer surface of filter cartridge 358 and
protrude from the surface thereof in order to operatively interface with the corresponding alignment members in the form
of slots 472 on the combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter cartridge latching system
assembly 351 extension members 404, 408, it should be understood that, and as with the above described embodiment,
any corresponding structure that is effective to accomplish the desired interface of the filter cartridge and the latching
mechanism presently know to those skilled in the art and those presently unknown but that subsequently become know
to those skilled in the art is intended to be encompassed by the present disclosure and claims. Specifically, such
modifications as positioning slots on the surface of the filter cartridge and corresponding protrusions on the combination
mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter cartridge latching system assembly would be representative
examples of one type of an infinite number of modification envisioned above.
[0152] As best illustrated in Figure 56 the latch assembly 366 comprises a rim 442 having two sets of, presently
preferably, opposed extension members 434, 436, projecting perpendicular thereto. As illustrated, the latch assembly
366 is operatively positioned over the combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter cartridge
latching system assembly 351 such that the top surface of the combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge align-
ment collar/filter cartridge latching system assembly 351 rim 394 and lower surface of the latch assembly rim 442 are
in sliding/bearing like contact. Projecting from the upper surface of the latch assembly rim 442 is a protrusion 396 for
securing the latch assembly biasing structure 448 presently preferably, a latch return spring to corresponding protrusion
478, 480 extending vertically from the top surface of the main bracket rim 394.
[0153] As best illustrated in Figure 56, the set of, presently preferably, opposed extension members 434, 436 have
projection members 482, 486, extending, presently preferably, perpendicularly from the inner surface thereof toward the
center of the bore 360 formed in the latch assembly rim 442. The latch assembly rim 442, presently preferably, comprises
corresponding structure 490, 494, for interfacing with corresponding structure 498, 202 of the combination mounting
bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter cartridge latching system assembly 351 rim 394. The interface between
the upper surface of the combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter cartridge latching system
assembly 351 rim 394 and the lower surface of the latch assembly rim 442 provides a bearing like surface for the limited
rotation of the latch assembly 366 relative to the combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter
cartridge latching system assembly 351, thereby facilitating the engagement and disengagement of the filter cartridge
358 from the system of the present disclosure, as will be discussed in detail below.
[0154] The projection members 482, 486 of the, presently preferably, opposed extension members 434, 436, of the
latch assembly 366 are adapted to interface with corresponding cartridge latching structure 428, 432, presently preferably,
in the form of notches 222, 224 (see Figures 23-25 of the first embodiment) in order to secure the filter cartridge 358 in
proper, nonreleasable, position in the manifold assembly 54.
[0155] As stated above with respect to the first embodiment, the inventors of the present embodiment have reaffirmed
that the discovery that having the thickness of the innermost surface of the ends of at least two of the latch member
projection members 482, 486 greater than the thickness of the latch member projection members 434, 436 at the interface
between the two latch member projection members 482, 486 with corresponding structure on the cartridge latching
structure 428, 432 on filter cartridge 358 outer surface provides a more than adequate means for preventing the inadvertent
disengagement of the filter cartridge stem 454 from the inlet assembly 70.
[0156] In fact, during testing of representative embodiments of the present embodiment, the interlocking components
of the two latch member projection members 482, 486 with the corresponding cartridge latching structure 428, 432 on
the outer surface of the filter cartridge 358, inadvertent disengagement of the filter cartridge 358 from the system manifold
assembly 354 did not occur, even during extreme conditions because the mating surfaces of the latch assembly 366
and the filter cartridge latching structure 428, 432 have matching reverse angles that interlock/move together when a
force, such as pressure, is applied to the filter cartridge from the stem or neck 454 toward the bottom thereof in the
direction of disengagement of the filter cartridge from the manifold.

Filter Cartridge Latching System Assembly

[0157] The representative filter cartridge latching system assembly 356 of the present disclosure is unique and inno-
vative to the application of fluid manifold/filter cartridge interface connections.
[0158] As illustrated in Figure 56, the relationship between the combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge
alignment collar/filter cartridge latching system assembly 351 and the filter cartridge latching system assembly 356 is
as illustrated by an exploded view thereof. Figure 55 shows the combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge
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alignment collar/filter cartridge latching system assembly 351 and the filter cartridge latching system assembly 356 as
an assembled unit resulting from the operative connection thereof.
[0159] As with the first embodiment disclosed above, the operation of the representative filter cartridge latching system
assembly 356 of the second embodiment can be best described as functioning some what like a retractable ball point
pen. In the retractable ball point pen system, when the pen actuator is depressed, the ball point cartridge will translate
out from inside the pen barrel and latch itself in an extended position so that the ball point is exposed. When the pen
actuator is depressed again, the ball point will unlatch itself and be retracted back inside the barrel of the pen body.
[0160] The operation of the latching mechanism of the second embodiment operates basically the same as the first
embodiment, that being opposite of the retractable ball point pen description above. Specifically, as the filter cartridge
358 is inserted into the filter cartridge latching system assembly 356 and becomes latched using a series of cam features
and springs. This latching/camming motion is derived from a linear translation of the filter cartridge 358 into the manifold
assembly 354 and filter cartridge latching system assembly 356 assemblies. The same linear translations/motions are
used to un-install (or unlatch) the filter cartridge 358 from the filter cartridge latching system assembly 356 as were used
to install (or latch) the filter cartridge 358 into the operating position.
[0161] The clear advantage that results from utilization of the presently preferred representative filter cartridge latching
system assembly 356 of the second embodiment is the same as experienced with the first embodiment, in that the user
only has to impose one direction of motion onto the filter cartridge 358 to have the filter cartridge 358 operatively lock
into the manifold assembly 354 such that liquid flows into the filter cartridge 358.
[0162] The presently preferred, representative fluid filter system 350 of the second embodiment also eliminates the
high breakout torque phenomenon associated with the prior � turn devices. In the second embodiment representative
system of the present disclosure, as with the first embodiment, no rotation of the highly compressed O-rings is required.
The system of the present disclosure is effective to prevent rotational movement of the highly compressed O-rings and
allows only translation movement of the highly compressed O-rings which also dramatically reduces the seal breaking
force needed to unlatch and remove the filter cartridge 358 from an operative connection with the manifold assembly 354.
[0163] The unique and innovative filter cartridge latching system assembly 356 of the second embodiment of the
present disclosure will now be described in detail. As stated above, the filter cartridge latching system assembly 356 is
the mechanism that is operatively connected to the manifold assembly 54 and to the combination mounting bracket
assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter cartridge latching system assembly 351.
[0164] As illustrated in Figures, 55-57, the filter cartridge latching system assembly 356 comprises, the combination
mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter cartridge latching system assembly 351 , the latch assembly
366 and at least one resilience structure, such as, for example, a spring structure 448, as will be described below. In
general, the main combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter cartridge latching system
assembly 351 is, presently preferably, an injected molded piece having at one end connecting structure 391 for interfacing
with the manifold assembly 354 and two main bracket extension members 402, 406, projecting in the opposite direction
from the other side of the combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter cartridge latching
system assembly 351 rim 394.
[0165] During the assembly of the filter cartridge latching system assembly 356, the ends of the two extension members
402, 406 from the lower surface of the combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter cartridge
latching system assembly 351. Structure 410, 412, 414, 416 is formed at operative locations on the combination mounting
bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter cartridge latching system assembly 351 rim 394 for connecting the
combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter cartridge latching system assembly 351 to the
bracket cover 352 through the of the use of connection structure 419, such as projections or any other known fastener
that is capable of performing the function required in an acceptable manner or any yet to be discovered fastener capable
of performing the required function. Further, four projection members 482, 486 extend from the inner surface of the two
opposed extension members 434, 436 for operatively cooperating with the corresponding cartridge latching structure
428, 432 for latching and unlatching on the filter cartridge 358 such that the stem or neck 454 of the filter cartridge 358
is readily installed and subsequently readily removed from engagement with the manifold assembly 54.
[0166] The combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter cartridge latching system assembly
351 rim 394 and the two opposed extension members 434, 438 of the latch assembly rim 442 are adapted such that
the latch assembly rim 442 and the combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter cartridge
latching system assembly 351rim 394 interface with each other in a manner that enables rotational movement of the
two latch member projection members 444, 446 from the latch assembly rim 442 of the latch assembly 366 to rotate
back and forth within a defined space in a similar manner as the first embodiment, as illustrated in Figures 41-42. In
order to control the rotation of the two opposed extension members 434, 436, one representative resilience structure
448, such as, for example, a coil spring, a leaf spring, an extension spring, or any other presently known or unknown
resilient structure capable of operatively performing the required function, is operatively connected thereto.
[0167] As mentioned above, structure similar to the first embodiment, for interacting with the two opposed extension
members 434, 436 is illustrated in Figures 55 and 56. As illustrated, the representative structure, presently preferably,
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comprises projections above the surface of the filter cartridge external surface or cartridge latching structure 428, 432.
While specific shaped structures are illustrated, it should be understood that any other shape that is capable of achieving
the results of the specific structure show are intended to be within the scope of the claims of the present application. It
is believed that there are numerous combinations of material and structures that could be used to accomplish the same
results as that accomplished by the specific representative embodiments illustrated and such are considered to be within
the scope of the innovation of the present disclosure.
[0168] As was explained in more detail during the operation of the systems of the first embodiment of the present
disclosure, it remains important that whatever structure and/or material is selected for the two opposed extension mem-
bers 434, 436 and the corresponding cartridge latching structure 428, 432, formed on the filter cartridge 358 be capable
of certain actions that allow the filter cartridge to be engaged with and disengaged from the manifold assembly 354
without imparting rotational forces to the filter cartridge. In the specific representative second embodiment illustrated,
the two opposed extension members 434, 436, presently preferably are capable of movement away from and toward
the surface of the filter cartridge 358 during installation and removal of the filter cartridge 358 from the manifold assembly
54. Further, the two opposed extension members 434, 436, are presently preferably capable of rotating between the
openings in combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter cartridge latching system assembly
351 to facilitate the engagement of the projection members 482, 486 formed on the inner surface of the two opposed
extension members 434, 436, with cartridge latching structure 428, 432 formed on the outer surface of the filter cartridge
358. Even further, the two opposed extension members 434, 436 must be operatively connected to structure 490, 494
for interfacing with corresponding structure 498, 202 of the rim 394 that enables the opposed extension members 434,
438 to rotate away from a protrusion 478 of the combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter
cartridge latching system assembly 351 and then be forced back away from the protrusion 478 into engagement with
the cartridge latching structure 428, 432 on the outer surface of the filter cartridge 358.
[0169] By the same token, upon the straight line push/pull motion of the filter cartridge 358 into the manifold assembly
54, the complementary structure of the projection members 482, 486 of the two opposed extension members 434, 436
and the cartridge latching structure 428, 432, on the outer surface of the filter cartridge 358 must be capable of disengaging
so that the filter cartridge 358 can be removed from engagement with the manifold assembly 354 by simply moving the
filter cartridge 358 into the manifold assembly 54 without any rotational movement thereof. Once this has occurred, the
filter cartridge 358 is readily removed from engagement with the manifold assembly 54 and a new cartridge 358 can
then be moved into engagement with the manifold assembly 354.
[0170] Specifically, among the innovative features of the present disclosure, it has been determined desirable to load
the latch assembly 366 spring to give positive engagement. Further, it has also been determined desirable to enable
the system to allow for latch over-ride and forced engagement during installation of the filter cartridge 358. In the specific
second representative embodiment illustrated, it has been determined desirable to spring the latch using a single latch
return spring 448 although it is recognized that more springs could be effectively utilized. Finally, it has also been
determined desirable to use two opposed extension members 434, 436 to engage with filter cartridge 358, although it
is recognized that the utilization of more extension members may be sufficient to accomplish effectively the interconnection
function, as would be understood by those skilled in the art.
[0171] At this point, we will now describe a representative filter cartridge assembly 358 component of the liquid filtration
system 350, as contemplated in the second embodiment of the present disclosure.

The Filter Cartridge Assembly

[0172] As illustrated in Figure 22, an exploded view of the filter cartridge assembly 58, a representative embodiment
of the filter cartridge assembly component of the first embodiment of the present disclosure, which is similar to the second
embodiment, comprises a closure member 158, filtration media 160, a top end cap 162, a shell 164 including a stem
154 member. Figure 56 includes a perspective view of a representative embodiment of an assembled filter cartridge
assembly 358 according to the second embodiment of the present disclosure.
[0173] As illustrated in Figure 56, the upper portion or shell portion 464 of the filter cartridge 358 comprises represent-
ative cartridge latching structure 428, 432 projecting outwardly from the outer surface of the shell 464. As described
above, these representative cartridge latching structure 428, 432 and alignment members 398 400 are adapted to
interface with the corresponding two main bracket extension members 402, 406 on the combination mounting bracket
assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter cartridge latching system assembly 351, and have structure or slots 409 for
interacting with the alignment members 398, 400 on the filter cartridge surface. It should be understood that while the
structure illustrated for the representative cartridge latching structure 428, 432 and alignment members 398 400 are
protrusions, depressions or more or less thick protrusions capable of performing the intended function while interacting
with the corresponding components is to be considered a part of the present disclosure.
[0174] As with the first embodiment and as shown in Figure 60, the representative top end cap 462 is operatively
connected to the representative filtration media 460 in any conventional manner known to those skilled in the art. As
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specifically illustrated, the top end cap has a representative inner stem portion having various representative sealing
structures, such as O-rings, operatively positioned thereon. The representative shell 464 comprises in addition to the
above mentioned representative cartridge latching structure 428, 432 and alignment members 398, 400, an outer stem
portion 514 having a plurality of representative sealing means, such as, for example, O-rings operatively positioned
thereon for facilitating the movement of liquid from the inlet assembly 70 through the filtration media 160 and out through
the outlet assembly 362, as is known to those skilled in the art. It should be understood that while, a specific representative
embodiment of the system of the present disclosure is illustrated, many other workable embodiments are possible and
such is intended to be included within the scope of the present disclosure and claims. Since so many filtration cartridge
assembly variations are possible, we believe it unnecessary to give a complete description of each and every possible
filtration cartridge assembly embodiment.
[0175] However, as mentioned in the description of the first embodiment, one feature of the second filter cartridge
assembly 358 embodiment illustrated resides in the representative cartridge latching structure 428, 432 and alignment
members 398, 400 illustrated as protrusions from the outer surface of the filter cartridge assembly, and, in particular, as
illustrated, the shell 464, it being understood that corresponding structure could be positioned on the outer surface of
the filter cartridge assembly 358 or at any other location thereon so long as the corresponding structure positioned on
the main bracket and the latch assembly are capable of successfully interfacing therewith.
[0176] As best illustrated in Figures 23-25 of the first embodiment, the filter cartridge corresponding cartridge latching
structure 428, 432 of the second embodiment is illustrated in detail in Figure 56. Filter cartridge corresponding latching
structure 428, 432 comprise two components, a first complementary element 466 and a second corresponding alignment
members 398. Features of the first complementary element 466 include three diagonal surfaces 516, 518, 520, with a
notch 522 formed between two 516, 520 of the diagonal surfaces. The reduced width of the corresponding cartridge
latching structure 428, 432 performs an important function that will be described below. As illustrated, the portion of the
first complementary element most distal from the stem includes a tapered portion 470. The second complementary
element 398, 400 comprises a complementary shaped element for interacting with the structure or slots 409 formed in
the main bracket extension members 404, 408.
[0177] As with the first embodiment, the corresponding filter cartridge latching structures 428, 432, comprises a notch
524 formed from three relatively straight surfaces 526, 528, 530. As with the corresponding portion two extension
members projecting from the latch assembly 366, the outer surface of the upper portion 526 is thicker than the point at
which the cartridge latching structure 428, 432 interfaces with the filter cartridge surface. This cartridge latching structure
428, 432 in combination with the corresponding projection members 482, 486, as illustrated in Figures 56-59, on the
extension members provides for a positive engagement of the filter cartridge latching system assembly 356 thereby
securely positioning and retaining the filter cartridge in the correct operative position.
[0178] As with the first embodiment, the fluid filtration system 350 of the second embodiment of the present discourse
currently contemplates and features a similar proprietary key configuration in that the specific configuration of the filter
cartridge entrance points into the alignment collar are shaped as illustrated in the various Figures but can be configured
in an infinite number of different shapes to provide a filtration system unique to each customer/manufacturer to ensure
that only matching propriety shaped corresponding portions are allowed to be installed, thereby providing for quality
control of replacement cartridges.
[0179] As with the first embodiment, each unique filter cartridge corresponding latching structure 428, 432 and corre-
sponding alignment members 398, 400 or key configurations allow only the contracted user (or owner - if the customer
has purchased the right to use a specific key configuration) the ability to replace the customer authorized filter cartridge
into the main bracket assembly and no one else’s, because any other shaped configuration will not fit, due to the unique
key configuration. One representative and illustrated key configuration is defined by an alignment member (i.e. key)
positioned on the outer surface of the filter cartridge and a corresponding slot (i.e. keyway) formed in the main bracket.
If the alignment member and the slot do not line up during installation of the filter cartridge, the latching system assembly
356 will not actuate and will not lock the filter cartridge into operative position within the latching system assembly 356
and the filter cartridge having a non conforming key configuration will be prevented from being operatively connected
to the manifold 3 54.
[0180] As with the first embodiment, while not all possible key configurations have been disclosed herein, it is believed
that the same conceptual theory holds true for infinite variations of key and corresponding keyway configurations formed
on the filter cartridge and the latching system assembly and the alignment collar. The present disclosure contemplates
that an infinite number of different keys and corresponding keyway configurations can be developed by changing any
one or any combination of the size, shape and/or location of these keys and keyways and the present disclosure is
intended to encompass all such possible different configurations.

Cartridge Poppet Interface

[0181] The second embodiment includes the cartridge poppet interface illustrated in Figures 26-27. Thus, it is believed
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that a detailed description of such is not required at this time, as such was disclosed in great detail with respect to the
first embodiment above.

Cartridge Outlet Port Hole

[0182] It has also been determined that fluid drip that occurs during cartridge change out is reduced when only one
outlet port is present in the filter cartridge stem. However, it should be understood that while fluid drip is reduced by
using only one outlet port, the cartridge component of the preset liquid filtration system 350 would function acceptably
with respect to fluid drip when the stem 454 has been manufactured with two outlet port holes.
[0183] Now that we have described the various components of the liquid filtration system 350 of the present disclosure
and how an end user would place the liquid filtration system 350 in operation in the environment of use, we will know
describe the operation of the liquid filtration system 350 of the present disclosure.

Water Flow Direction through the Cartridge

[0184] As shown in Figure 60, due to the configuration required for refrigeration application, the water flow direction
through the manifold and into and out of the cartridge required modified entry and exit points as well as a flow path
direction through the cartridge. Because the typical liquid flow path through a filter cartridge of this type required the fluid
to enter from the side and exit from the central filter stem, due to the manifold design, the incoming fluid was required
to align with the center stem and thus, a top end cap was added to direct the incoming fluid from a path in line with the
center of the filter media to a path parallel with the outer wall of the shell, between the shell and the filter media, so that
the fluid flow would be from the outside into the center cavity of the filter media and then out at the cartridge through an
outlet assembly formed perpendicular to the inlet flow.
[0185] As can be seen, it would have been difficult, if not impossible; to design a filtration system having the outlet
aligned with the center stem, especially in view of the cost and space required for such a configuration.

Placing the Second Embodiment of the System in Operation

[0186] In an effort to clearly show the cooperative components of the first embodiment system of the present disclosure,
applicants provided color figures depicting the installation and removal of the filter cartridge from the latching system
assembly 56 and from the manifold 54 in the provisional application.
[0187] We turn now to a description of the interaction of the external components of the fluid filtration system of the
second embodiment of the present disclosure as a filter cartridge is first installed and then disengaged from the manifold
and removed in order to be replaced.

Filter Cartridge Installation

[0188] The installation of the second embodiment is quite similar to the installation of the first embodiment as illustrated
in Figure 28. However, the number of individual components is reduced in the combination mounting bracket assembly/
cartridge alignment collar/filter cartridge latching system assembly 351 and has corresponding structure 472, 473 which
when aligned with the proper cartridge latching structure and alignment members on the filter cartridge outer surface,
allows the second embodiment of the filter cartridge to align the proper opposed extension members of the latch assembly
366.
[0189] As with the first embodiment, once properly aligned by an operator, the filter cartridge is moved in the direction
of the arrow as previously shown in Figures 28 and 29 for the first embodiment so that the stem 454 of the filter cartridge
moves toward the manifold. Figure 29 of the first embodiment illustrates the cartridge latching structure and alignment
members on the filter cartridge outer surface of the first embodiment being aligned with the corresponding structure in
the cartridge alignment collar 368, as would occur with the second embodiment. The corresponding parts of the second
embodiment would interact in the same manner and as the second embodiment filter cartridge is moved further toward
the manifold, a cam surface on the opposed extension members of the latch assembly 366 comes into contact with a
cam surface of the cartridge latching structure as illustrated in Figure 30 with respect to the first embodiment. In the
second embodiment, it is presently preferred that there be only one set of two corresponding structure positioned on
the filter cartridge latching system assembly 356 and the filter cartridge 358. The one set is presently preferred located
at about 180 degrees relative to the other member of the set, it being understood that the number and the relative
positions thereof can vary, as long as the function of operatively connecting the filter system and the manifold together
is accomplished.
[0190] While in the following description we will refer to some Figures related to the first embodiment, we will use the
corresponding parts for the second embodiment in the descriptions.
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[0191] As the cam surface of the latch assembly 366 contacts the angled cam surface on the corresponding member
of the filter cartridge, the latch assembly 366 begins to rotate away from the corresponding member of the main bracket
364, the tension therefore being provided by latch return spring 448 operatively connected to both the latch assembly
366 and the combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter cartridge latching system assembly
351. Figures 30-33 illustrate the continued movement of the first embodiment filter cartridge toward the manifold and
the continued separation of the opposed latch assembly 366 extension members from the corresponding main bracket
extension members.
[0192] As illustrated in Figure 34 with respect to the first embodiment, the cam surface of the latch assembly 366 that
is closest to the corresponding main bracket extension members, from which the latching member has rotated away
from, rotates back slightly in order to catch in the notch of cartridge latching structure. As the filter cartridge continues
to be moved toward the manifold, as illustrated in Figures 34-36 with respect to the first embodiment, bias provided by
the latch return spring 448 and the inlet return spring 82 forces the projection member into the notch of cartridge latching
structure until the filter cartridge is locked into position.

Filter Cartridge Removal:

[0193] As with installation, removal of the second embodiment is quite similar to the removal with respect as illustrated
in Figures 37-40 of the first embodiment. As illustrated in Figure 37 with respect to the first embodiment, with a cartridge
installed, the second embodiment cartridge would be pushed forward, at which point, the projection members of the one
set of, presently preferably, opposed extension members of the latch assembly 366 ride up on the cam surfaces a portion
that was not cut out by the notches 522, on each of the corresponding cartridge latching structure on the surface of the
filter cartridge, and due to their resilience, the opposed extension members move away from the filter cartridge or bend
outwardly away from the corresponding notches 522 of the cartridge latching structure to positively disengage. The
opposed extension members then rotates back toward the main bracket extension members, due to the spring bias,
over top of the cartridge locking cams to unlock the cartridge from the filter cartridge latching system assembly 356 as
illustrated in Figures 38-39 with respect to the first embodiment.
[0194] Once this is accomplished, the filter cartridge is now unlocked and can be pulled out of the manifold, as illustrated
in Figures 40-41. The inlet return spring provides an ejection assist to help push the filter cartridge out of the manifold.
To replace the removed filter cartridge with a new filter cartridge or to reinstall the original filter cartridge, the filter cartridge
installation procedure described above is followed, as with the first embodiment.
[0195] At this point, it is believed that a detailed description of the operation of the latch spring rotational movement
of the latch assembly rim on the combination mounting bracket assembly/cartridge alignment collar/filter cartridge latching
system assembly rim is unnecessary as the principles of the operation of the latch spring is disclosed above.
[0196] It is also believed that any repeat description of the description of the cartridge stem with the inlet assembly
during filter insulation is unnecessary, as a detailed description has been given a barrel with respect to Figures 44-58
in the detailed description of the first embodiment.
[0197] Thus, it should be clear that the two embodiments of the present application have met the objectives of the
design criteria in that the need in the art for a fluid filter system including, but not limited to, a unique combination of
subcomponents that enable a filter cartridge to be installed and removed from a manifold with a straight line push/pull
motion, an innovative latching mechanism that is reliable and provides for a relatively drip free connection with the
manifold, a unique interface and mechanism between an innovative manifold and a filter cartridge, a compact and simple
mechanism positioned between the manifold and the filter cartridge that significantly reduces the installation and removal
force previously found with fluid filtration cartridges, a low force filter cartridge installation and removal mechanism for
utilization by the end consumer and/or an automatic shut-off system, wherein, as the inlet water pressure increases past
a predetermined desired maximum system operating pressure, the inlet water will automatically be shut-of, i.e., will not
flow into (or out of) the filter cartridge has been achieved.
[0198] While the articles, apparatus and methods for using and making the articles contained herein constitute preferred
embodiments of the invention, it is to be understood that the invention is not limited to these precise articles, apparatus
and methods, and that changes may be made therein without departing from the scope of the inventions which are
defined in the appended claims.

Claims

1. A fluid filtration system (50) for enabling a filter cartridge (58) to be installed and removed from a manifold by linear
translation of the filter cartridge (58), the fluid filtration system comprising:

a manifold assembly (54) having an inlet port and an outlet port, wherein at least one of the inlet port or the
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outlet port has the capability to translate relative to the manifold assembly; and
a filter installation and removal mechanism including a latching mechanism, the mechanism being located on
the manifold assembly to:

(i) latch the filter cartridge (58) into engagement with the manifold assembly (54) by linear translation of the
filter cartridge (58) into the manifold assembly (54); and
(ii) unlatch the filter cartridge (58) from engagement with the manifold assembly by linear translation of the
filter cartridge into the manifold assembly (54).

2. The fluid filtration system of claim 1, wherein the relative translation between the at least one of the inlet port or the
outlet port and the manifold assembly is such that a fluid trapped in the inlet port or the outlet port can translate and
prevent compression of the fluid during:

(i) installation of the filter cartridge into the manifold assembly;
(ii) operation of the fluid filtration system after the filter cartridge (58) is installed; and
(iii) removal of the filter cartridge (58) from the manifold assembly (54).

3. The fluid filtration system of claim 2, wherein the inlet port translates relative to the manifold assembly, the fluid
filtration system further comprising:

an automatic shut-off system, operatively connected to the manifold assembly, wherein as an inlet fluid pressure
increases past a predetermined desired maximum system operating pressure, the inlet port translates in the
manifold assembly away from the filter cartridge (58) such that inlet fluid is automatically shut-off and fluid will
not flow into the filter cartridge.

4. The fluid filtration system of any claims 1 to 3 further comprising a proprietary key configuration, wherein the manifold
assembly comprises alignment structure and the filter cartridge (58) comprises filter cartridge entrance points, the
proprietary key configuration comprising:

a plurality of specific configurations for latching the filter cartridge entrance points into the alignment structure,
each specific configuration providing a filtration system unique to each customer/manufacturer to ensure that
only matching configurations are allowed to be installed, thereby providing for quality control of replacement
filter cartridges.

5. A method of installing a filter cartridge into the fluid filtration system of claim 1, the method comprising the acts of:

providing a manifold assembly (54) having an inlet port and an outlet port. wherein at least one of the inlet port
or the outlet port has the capability to translate relative to the manifold assembly;
providing a filter installation mechanism including a latching mechanism, the mechanism being located on the
manifold assembly (54);
aligning the filter cartridge (58) with the manifold assembly (54);
linearly translating the filter cartridge into the manifold assembly until the filter cartridge is latched into the
manifold assembly (54).

6. A method of removing a filter cartridge from the fluid filtration system of claim 1, the method comprising the acts of:

providing a manifold assembly (54) having an inlet port and an outlet port, wherein at least one of the inlet port
or the outlet port has the capability to translate relative to the manifold assembly:
providing a filter removal mechanism including a latching mechanism the mechanism being located on the
manifold assembly (54);
linearly translating the filter cartridge (58) into the manifold assembly (54) until the filter cartridge is unlatched
from the manifold assembly (54); and
linearly translating the filter cartridge (58) away from the manifold assembly (54) to remove the filter cartridge
(58) from the manifold assembly (54).
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Patentansprüche

1. Flüssigkeitsfiltersystem (50), bei dem eine Filterpatrone (58) durch lineares Verschieben der Filterpatrone (58) in
einen Verteiler eingebaut und daraus ausgebaut werden kann, wobei das Flüssigkeitsfiltersystem Folgendes um-
fasst:

eine Verteilereinheit (54) mit einem Einlasskanal und einem Auslasskanal, wobei mindestens der Einlasskanal
oder der Auslasskanal im Verhältnis zur Verteilereinheit verschiebbar ist; und
einen Filtereinbau- und -ausbaumechanismus mit einem Verriegelungsmechanismus, wobei sich der Mecha-
nismus an der Verteilereinheit befindet, um (i) die Filterpatrone (58) in Eingriff mit der Verteilereinheit (54) durch
lineares Verschieben der Filterpatrone (58) in die Verteilereinheit (54) zu verriegeln; und (ii) die Filterpatrone
(58) aus dem Eingriff mit der Verteilereinheit durch lineares Verschieben der Filterpatrone in die Verteilereinheit
(54) zu entriegeln.

2. Flüssigkeitsfiltersystem nach Anspruch 1, bei dem das relative Verschieben zwischen mindestens dem Einlasskanal
oder dem Auslasskanal und der Verteilereinheit so erfolgt, dass eine im Einlasskanal oder im Auslasskanal einge-
fangene Flüssigkeit verschoben und ein Komprimieren der Flüssigkeit während folgender Vorgänge verhindert
werden kann:

(i) Einbauen der Filterpatrone in die Verteilereinheit;
(ii) Betreiben des Flüssigkeitsfiltersystems nach erfolgtem Einbauen der Filterpatrone (58); und
(iii) Ausbauen der Filterpatrone (58) aus der Verteilereinheit (54).

3. Flüssigkeitsfiltersystem nach Anspruch 2, bei dem der Einlasskanal im Verhältnis zur Verteilereinheit verschiebbar
ist, wobei das Flüssigkeitsfiltersystem weiterhin umfasst:

ein automatisches Abschaltsystem, das betriebswirksam mit der Verteilereinheit verbunden ist, wobei sich der
Einlasskanal in der Verteilereinheit, wenn ein Einlassflüssigkeitsdruck einen vorbestimmten erwünschten ma-
ximalen Systembetriebsdruck übersteigt, so weg von der Filterpatrone (58) verschiebt, dass Einlassflüssigkeit
automatisch abgeschaltet wird und Flüssigkeit nicht in die Filterpatrone einströmt.

4. Flüssigkeitsfiltersystem nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, das weiterhin eine geschützte Schlüsselkonfiguration
umfasst, wobei die Verteilereinheit eine Ausrichtungsstruktur umfasst und die Filterpatrone (58) Filterpatronenein-
gangspunkte umfasst, wobei die geschützte Schlüsselkonfiguration Folgendes umfasst:

mehrere spezifische Konfigurationen zum Verriegeln der Filterpatroneneingangspunkte in der Ausrichtungs-
struktur, wobei jede spezifische Konfiguration ein für jeden Kunden/Hersteller einzigartiges Filtersystem bereit-
stellt, um sicherzustellen, dass sich nur passende Konfigurationen einbauen lassen, so dass eine Qualitätssi-
cherung bei Ersatzfilterpatronen gegeben ist.

5. Verfahren zum Einbauen einer Filterpatrone in das Flüssigkeitsfiltersystem nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Verfahren
die folgenden Vorgänge umfasst:

Bereitstellen einer Verteilereinheit (54) mit einem Einlasskanal und einem Auslasskanal, wobei mindestens der
Einlasskanal oder der Auslasskanal im Verhältnis zur Verteilereinheit verschiebbar ist;
Bereitstellen eines Filtereinbaumechanismus mit einem Verriegelungsmechanismus, wobei sich der Mecha-
nismus an der Verteilereinheit (54) befindet;
Ausrichten der Filterpatrone (58) mit der Verteilereinheit (54);
lineares Verschieben der Filterpatrone in die Verteilereinheit, bis die Filterpatrone in der Verteilereinheit (54)
verriegelt ist.

6. Verfahren zum Ausbauen einer Filterpatrone aus dem Flüssigkeitsfiltersystem nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Verfahren
folgende Vorgänge umfasst:

Bereitstellen einer Verteilereinheit (54) mit einem Einlasskanal und einem Auslasskanal, wobei mindestens der
Einlasskanal oder der Auslasskanal im Verhältnis zur Verteilereinheit verschiebbar ist;
Bereitstellen eines Filterausbaumechanismus mit einem Verriegelungsmechanismus, wobei sich der Mecha-
nismus an der Verteilereinheit (54) befindet;
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lineares Verschieben der Filterpatrone (58) in die Verteilereinheit (54), bis die Filterpatrone aus der Verteiler-
einheit (54) entriegelt ist; und
lineares Verschieben der Filterpatrone (58) weg von der Verteilereinheit (54), um die Filterpatrone (58) aus der
Verteilereinheit (54) auszubauen.

Revendications

1. Système (50) de filtration de fluide destiné à permettre à une cartouche filtrante (58) d’être installée et retirée d’un
collecteur par une translation linéaire de la cartouche filtrante (58), le système de filtration de fluide comportant :

un ensemble collecteur (54) doté d’un orifice d’entrée et d’un orifice de sortie, l’un au moins des orifices d’entrée
et de sortie ayant la capacité de translater par rapport à l’ensemble collecteur ; et
un mécanisme d’installation et de démontage du filtre comprenant un mécanisme d’accrochage, le mécanisme
étant situé sur l’ensemble collecteur afin de :

(i) accrocher la cartouche filtrante (58) à l’état enclenché avec l’ensemble collecteur (54) par une translation
linéaire de la cartouche filtrante (58) dans l’ensemble collecteur (54) ; et
(ii) décrocher la cartouche filtrante (58) de son enclenchement avec l’ensemble collecteur (54) par une
translation linéaire de la cartouche filtrante dans l’ensemble collecteur (54).

2. Système de filtration de fluide selon la revendication 1, la translation relative entre le ou les orifices parmi les orifices
d’entrée et de sortie et l’ensemble collecteur étant telle qu’un fluide piégé dans l’orifice d’entrée ou l’orifice de sortie
peut translater et empêcher la compression du fluide pendant :

(i) l’installation de la cartouche filtrante dans l’ensemble collecteur ;
(ii) l’exploitation du système de filtration de fluide après que la cartouche filtrante (58) a été installée ; et
(iii) le démontage de la cartouche filtrante (58) de l’ensemble collecteur (54).

3. Système de filtration de fluide selon la revendication 2, l’orifice d’entrée effectuant une translation par rapport à
l’ensemble collecteur, le système de filtration de fluide comportant en outre :

un système de coupure automatique, relié fonctionnellement à l’ensemble collecteur, caractérisé en ce que,
lorsqu’une pression du fluide à l’entrée augmente au-delà d’une pression maximale souhaitée prédéterminée
de fonctionnement du système, l’orifice d’entrée translate dans l’ensemble collecteur en s’écartant de la car-
touche filtrante (58) de telle sorte que le fluide d’entrée soit automatiquement coupé et que le fluide n’entre pas
dans la cartouche filtrante.

4. Système de filtration de fluide selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3, comportant en outre une configuration
propriétaire de clavetage, l’ensemble collecteur comportant une structure d’alignement et la cartouche filtrante (58)
comportant des points d’entrée de cartouche filtrante, la configuration propriétaire de clavetage comportant :

une pluralité de configurations spécifiques servant à accrocher les points d’entrée de cartouche filtrante dans
la structure d’alignement, chaque configuration spécifique donnant un système de filtration unique à chaque
client / fabricant afin de s’assurer que seule l’installation de configurations appariées est autorisée, permettant
ainsi un contrôle de qualité des cartouches filtrantes de rechange.

5. Procédé d’installation d’une cartouche filtrante dans le système de filtration de fluide selon la revendication 1, le
procédé comportant les actions consistant à :

mettre en place un ensemble collecteur (54) doté d’un orifice d’entrée et d’un orifice de sortie, l’un au moins
des orifices d’entrée et de sortie ayant la capacité de translater par rapport à l’ensemble collecteur ;
mettre en place un mécanisme d’installation du filtre comprenant un mécanisme d’accrochage, le mécanisme
étant situé sur l’ensemble collecteur (54);
aligner la cartouche filtrante (58) avec l’ensemble collecteur (54) ;
translater linéairement la cartouche filtrante de manière à l’enfoncer dans l’ensemble collecteur jusqu’à ce que
la cartouche filtrante soit accrochée dans l’ensemble collecteur (54).
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6. Procédé de démontage d’une cartouche filtrante du système de filtration de fluide selon la revendication 1, le procédé
comportant les actions consistant à :

mettre en place un ensemble collecteur (54) doté d’un orifice d’entrée et d’un orifice de sortie, l’un au moins
des orifices d’entrée et de sortie ayant la capacité de translater par rapport à l’ensemble collecteur ;
mettre en place un mécanisme de démontage du filtre comprenant un mécanisme d’accrochage, le mécanisme
étant situé sur l’ensemble collecteur (54) ;
translater linéairement la cartouche filtrante (58) de manière à l’enfoncer dans l’ensemble collecteur (54) jusqu’à
ce que la cartouche filtrante soit décrochée de l’ensemble collecteur (54) ; et
translater linéairement la cartouche filtrante (58) de manière à l’écarter de l’ensemble collecteur (54) afin de
retirer la cartouche filtrante (58) de l’ensemble collecteur (54).
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